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. -In th~s-. paper. the -Elizabethan and the Restoratioi1 eras are· co~par,ed 
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•· t 
and contrasted with ·regar·a- to their aest.hetic tastes and standards. In 
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The Elizabethans ~etained many qualities from their medieval past; 
- ,; ; 
.. 
particularly a love of variet·y· and ,a preference for linear 1.novement~the 
sequential ~ction of t~e narrat_~ve tradition. In spite of the new applic·a-








' y.· . joicing in the plasticity of their material. ·Exuberance and imagination 
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. we:re the lc(eyn.otes of t·he time. 
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Several decades hen~e, English art!sts- -~~d ~ritics felt the' full J. 
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classical tre·atment iri.troducetl an air :9£ a~tif1ci_ality -into' ~any .of 'the~ .. ·. 
• , . 
, 
' .:.· 
works of the· :Restorat1on. ------ . . . 
The structures of 4n.tQny an.cf Cleopatra and All for Love p9._i~t--:u-p 
• . 
. . 
.·{ ' .-;.· ........ --' A' 
the bij.sic differences between the two periods. Dryden modeled his ., 
I .;.• 
.,J 
------ ------- ----- -
_ t:p.at~t:ial in large chunks, ~lllUCh_· lik~ solid a:rehitect~ral b~ilding block's;· .. 
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'. 1 1$ 
- • •• • ~ • frontation scenes" in which the ch.arc1cters face mi:q.or crises through-out 
.. 
the play. 
... ' ' u Dryden 1·s reworking o~ Shak~speare was, · for him, la:i;gely an ex-
periment to see if Shake'speare held· up; mder classical rul~s. The re-






manner •. All appeals to a love of order, balance·, stylized pattern •. Th.e 







certain contrivances had to be added which we-ake.ns th.e play. The econottli 
:~. 




' · Shakespear~'? characters a1:9e more ·three-dimensional than Dryden's 
"-
. ., 
r charactet-type·s. Decor.um ~~d a ~~ch stronger.h~~d_on writer·s in.the,-- . , 
·-------:---~ 
-: ' 
latter half of . -the ·seventeenth- century~ ·Few-women i11 .English literatU:re 
\ ~ ' . .· .. fl' . .. . . •. ·(•. 
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. ·patra .pimply does not ~ave .that ··11 infinite v~riety. '' Dryden~s· Antony is a· 
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·-··········/·----------Dryden1s char~cters display a good de.ii of"tbe set1titilentallty that was 
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, A plain, lucid. style was his aim. His is a poetry .of declaration ·rather 
. . 
... '., 
than a p·oetry of pass~i'on. · Dry·den•s characters ne;er exp~rience the 
j "'"" ''" ·, 
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. . . 
-excesses o.f the heroic tragedy find .their way into Dryden's- verse.· · But 
.. 
his images are largely point by point comparisoi,.s;· th_e-full metaphoric 
textu.re .of ;Sha.lcespeare is absent •. 
. ''\ 
. . 
. Whq.t John Dryden did in All for Love was what the age demanded. 
,. His e~ergy was of an intellectual sort .. His material was not conducive 
.• 
• 
to the· style of,the Restoration.· His time was one of transition and- com-
promise •. Dryde.~ tried t~ do w~at was impossible: to unite the greatness. 
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. As .indicated in the. title, this pape·r 7Wiil con,s1de.r two areas· of con~ · 
' p 
' . . ' 
centration, the ElizaJ:?ethan period and th·e Rest9.ration period ... · With re-
' 
. . 
' gard to the ~WO plays, Shakespe,.~re's Antony and-Cleopatr~ and Dryd~n's 




cess and worth. In one sense the pl~ys cannot be compared;_ Shakesp.~·are 
. 
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. .. . 
. If ,1 may apply an over-used analogy, comparing the plays is like con:i-
. . r 
paring an apple and an orange. Both are fruits, b·oth are round and 
' 
' juicy. But nutritionally they are different and aesthetically they ar.e di~-~ ' 
. 
·'' .. . ' . ' 
.. ..... . ·····-•·"'''"''"'"" ...... ,,,, ... , .......... ,.,.,.,.,., .. ' 
• • • •• ••••"' •" •• •••>• •••••d'"""'"'•O'!"'>"' '"'""'"'"""'"""''°'""'""' "" ••••n,.,,i'. ,_,.,,.,.,.,,.,,4,,., ..... , .. ~, .... ., . .-••"'rn" ··• • • • • • 
ferent e:specially with regard to texture a~d ·taste·. 
So it :is with regard to the taste of the times that I wish·· to examine 
.,., ................ , ... 0 .. 1_~_\tj:;!.~: .. ~ .... --=·,{8 i"ffl"l,~l\>lil<~~--





-~--~ with the plays-particula~ly with -structure, character, and language. I 
. ' . • > ~ 
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'. on ·the ·principal dis~inguishing qualities that wilc-l be dealt with, the first• 
\ 
two chapt~rs VVin describe the p~riods in order to establish a context. 
. . (. 
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. .::r:,- f J \ ' • ' ' . What were these ·times all about? What were·the:ii· ideas· a 
-..· :· \ ... 
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C 
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•' 
on t,he beautiful? the artistic? Why did -the E'lizabethans fav·or -the. 
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. ' , 
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toward the: stati~, t.he unified, tlie contr-olled? · The amount ·of apprais.al 
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• iirilllli. ·. 
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. . ·inv0Jvecf>w-ill·b~ -r"'elatively ~light; ~y p~rpose is not to judge the 'two . . 
. . . . 




A word of caution about these first two chapters:. trying to under-
,. 
.. .. • 
. ·. . 
· stand_, three o·r four centuries ·later,· two radically different .peri9ds, · .. _ 
· 'thems~.1.ves aboui a c'entury apart, wil~ necessarily invo_lve .some ove'r-; .. ~ . . 
-
. . . 
· simplification· and some ai·stortion. Sorri,rething indefinable will ~lways 
. .. . ., 
•. 
'. ' 
~~ .•......• • ... _.~,; .. --.h· • •• -;.= :-~e-seape- one- wh-o---leok:s.---bael\;··--and~ttje& .. io·"g-r-a:sp ·the· f:eeling,·of·past-·tirrr~~-~~~--~-···--~~· 
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Thus, my approach will be rlike that of Frederick B. Artz: the" ideas I 
deal wifh '' are less matters of. fact than tendencies and possible relation-
i, 
-
. s-hips .••• The histori~al process is like· an elaborate contrapuntal com-. 
"It 
position scored fo~ a fu·ll- orche~tra. ·Throughout,· I -am attempting to. , 
be· suggestive rather than definitive, to see patterns rather than to im-
. :pose them." 1 ·However, to pre .. vent a result which merely swims in .a 
sea of ge~~ralities, 1· .. wish ·to cite as many specific examples of the 
aesthetic qualities as is nece_ssary for clarification. 
. 
.. . 
. . Fin.ally,.- I would hope· that~ in the wor·ds of Douglas Bush, ''If ou-r 
' .I , . 
. " 
. \ < 
. . 
. . 
·bnoad survey·.of a.fa~iliar field is not ·,studded with new ideas, it· m.ay be 
., 
. said that a· gbod many ~Ad ideas are worth dwelling upon. 11 2 
. . 
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1 ~~~·- . . . . 
Fr·ederick B.· ·Artz, ·From the· Renaispan.c·e to Romanticism:· 
Trends in Style ih Art, Literature,. and Mu.sic,· 1300-1830 (Chicago, 
1962), Po IOo. Professor Artz also n.C>tes ·that ''classification of style·s -
can never cover all tl1e individual features of a work of art 9 letters, 
· or rpusic, just as a descript'ion of the anatomy of a human £.ace·. ca11 
only emphasize the gene·ral and the typical a~d can never identify the 
,, individualo" Yet ''surveys,,'' I thinksi can ~e valuq.ble when one keeps-;·. 
. this caution firmly in mindo He adds that'' in the separation of a . . .. 
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.. '""' ' . in· geography or like a single m·elodic line in music~ ·Actually, there -
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p·rocess of awakening that occurred in We~~ern Europe, _but rather a·":~ -
sudden Iibe.ration from m-edieval thinking, ~-hic-h was .a -mixture of the 1, ' • . -
• 
"' 
"'chaotic~ the scholastic, and the superstitious. The Elizabethans. s·corned· -· 
. . 
the misty ideas of the Middle Ages ~s irration~\J.~ idolafrous, and 'Un-
·e~lj_ghtened by the autho.~_s qf classical antiquity .. Quee.n Elizabeth· her~· . 
' - . '.. 
.. 
,;... . 




,.#. • #· 
, ·· the fox is everywhere en· foot.'' 1 No sma11· .debt. for the atmosphere of 
. ' this glorious era is due to the dominating influence of the Queen. As · '. 
J·ohn Buxton explains in his marvelous boo~ Elizabethan Tasie: "The worship 
' 
. . 
.of the Virgin Mary had been especiq.lly .popular in England in· the fifteenth 
. :-.--._--:· .: 
....... ,,, 
\ 








natural re.sponse. to the Reformation. ,,2 Under her le.-adership the blood 









/ C~nfin~d to the wealthy or the pr\estly classes. New sen~itivity led metl 
• ~ 





,, . .: 
-
. 
· . to· pursue beauty and to 
0
regard the past as barba.r$ous. - ) ~ \ ' 
·~· . 
,;, '.:, -. -
"' (' But, like many who scorn and. reject ·their· heritage-,,, -the Eliza~ 
"\ 
. . ' 
\ be"thans'.. were m~re he~vily influenced· by medieval tra:dition~.-than the-y 
. 
. . . " 
. 
'::· 
· .-. realize-0 _ pai;ticularly medieval narrat~ve iradition. ·;The classics· really_ 
~-- -~: 
. . r 
,, ' 
' ' . 
' . "· 
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. th~ form of medieval nar.ratjve, r~ther thaI;t the actual stories,· that had 
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-~ tbe g.reatest influenc·e ... Two pow-e·rful habits,' Madeline Doran- tells us.,. 
. . . . . ·. . ' . y •' . . . 
.. 
. ' . 
_ were multiplicity and sequential action.· 3 'Elizabethans dearly loved 
·, . . . . . 






t.he ·be·tter. ·piver-~ity was not at odd~ with uniformity. ·rSir .Henry 
' ' 
.wotto~, _:in his .paraphrase of Vitruvius on architecture~ enunciates this 
" 
. . . . . if"'' ' . 
· ·point of view very .well:· 
.. 
• r 
:,, • r. 
< "···. - .... 
.. 
·--·-·-· ; . 
". "!. 
-~-~~---~-~~~-·~ ,a ~---~--· • as~·~-~:...--~.:~ .. ~~;..~Nr,,-.W~e,llr-buildin-g···~h,at-h-~re~='~1'fJ;tht-i-on,s~=:~~c-=om-mo·dit-,y,··~·-,';Firm 4 iia C: ,__.., __ • -·~ ,_ ."' . O < • i . ·-~~ ....... _,....y_-,,.~-:--.' 
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•• • '·':<, 
nes·s, and Delight .. · In Architecture there may seem to be 
_two opposite affectations, Uniformity and Varietyo,, which 
yet will very well suffer a good reconcilement, a~\ we may .c 
see in the great pattern of N-atureo o o ;. For surelyj there 
. ' 
· can be no Structure more uniform than our Bodies in the 
·. whole Figuration: Each side agreeing with the other~ both 
in the number, in the quality~ and in tbe measure of the 
Parts: And yet some are· round~ as the Arms; some· are 
flat as the hands; some are prominent and.some more re-. 
· tired: So as upon the matter we s$e that Diversity doth 
not destroy Uiniformity, ang that the limbs of a noble 
' . 
0... ,. 
Fabrick may be correspondent enough, though they may· , · · 
be various: Provided always, that we do not. run into 
certain extravagant ·Inventions .••. 4 · · · 
. . I 
· We will see later how the arts reflected a preference for variety and ·.· -
-how the ar'tist·s of the R~sto:tat·i.on had a very di{ferent opinion-·on· uni-·. 
""'·· . . - ' . . . . . 
I, ; 
·· formity _andc.-diversity, n()t always re~isting ''extravagant Inv:entions.·,·, 
' 
Miss Doran' s ti sequential action'~ :mean.s' simply that the· Elizabethan ~ 
~ • . • 
.t • 
. . 
~hose n~tural,· historical or.der as- opposed :to "eris.is'' o~der~the· in· 
· ·medias res ~f the- c.lassics~ 5 : ·: 
·,.... 
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· S<?, sixteenth ce.ntury dram_at~c f o.rm.s. w_~re . .- e sta,blished .. by · th~ 
. -- .. ---~ 
..... 
.inheritanc:;e. of a strong ·narrative tradition; unity was neve·r achieve·d: at 
,.,r . ,.,. I· 
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justing tone-s to·'e-ach.otlier as it is a ma,tter of :action or character~· But· • 
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· we will~nto th.is mor~ deeply i,~later chapte~s. It is Sufficient to say · 
• 
-·····-- ----· 
• • •~ c' 
here that in this b·rilliant age, linear movement and ,variety were import-
1 . 




neo-Aristotelian principle.s ~of·unity and uni(ormit.y, the ordinar·y Eliz~-· 
' 
. ' 
. bethan rnind (public taste)· remained medieval. The arti~stic: mind, h<?~-
. " .. _.. 
. . ; -l~ ·--· . . f 
b 
• .,.. 
· · Elizabethan artists clung to the,ir independence, but nonetheless acknow-
-. . 
,, 
·1edged their deht to Greece and Rome. • 
, 
T'he world was based on a universal.,, divine order~an idea reflect.ed 
~ J. 
in most Elizabethan artistic exptessions. This wa,s the age just before 
e' ~ 
th~ \ull force of ,scientific discoveries (Copernicus,· Kepler,"' Galileo) 
was felt; it w.as man's nature to be reasonabl.e-the natur&listic view of 
man and the-·mechanistic view.of the universe we-re still in the future.· 
.. . 










e,ritertained the' idea of life as a meaningless flux, and 
·· ·-expJ.ored the de,pths _of human corruption;_ yet Shakespeare 
· was .able~ though not easily, to surmount what he saw; he 
. never ·1ost his traditional faith and ideal in'inward and 




....... " \ 
. :.<. 
--. The ElizabethaI\ point 6.f yt!~w was both sensuous 'a~d ·rational, sophisti-
.. _ . 
.,. ,, 
l-, ... , •• ,,., \ 
. ~cated·ye"t human~stic, -and, maµ. .had a sure place. in nature's .sch:em'e .. Me--n 
,.,,.......___ . . . 
. . 
. . . 
<,_.knew by reasqni~g that ''the sun is in his ·heav~n an~ all's_ r~g~~ -~ ..t~ the . ~- ~ ' 
-. "/.,,~, 
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. Later when. Illen were 1ess s~re'-'of Jhe Wdrld and their place ·in it, 
~ 
,, 
.. t • 
. ~laboration...:.·ornat~nes.s~was. a frivolity, a superfluity to be ··abhorred. 
/' fi' u 
' 
:_;.. 
.· '·Then men ached for t~e classical simplicity· of the· anci~nt-s.·- ~ot. until 
. " 
mid-eig~teenth century was confidence restored;' then_ high-baroque· or.na-
" ,'. 
mentati~n blazed in all its guilty glory. But fo~ now·, confident artists , . 
. ,. 
/ 
- . . 
' . 










Imagination was m·ore importan~ than .judgment. The educated, complete 
,. ·man was expected·to ~ave an alert imagination and excellent taste.· 
(Aesthetic discernment was somethi~g acquired·,. not a natur,a:l 1endowmetit.) 








.. This architect ..ur~l fantasy is described by John. }3.uxton: \,,/ -· 
. - . 
. . . 
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I ~ . 
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·sir Thomas was a papis·t with a special-devotion to the ·· 
. w~_rsllip of the Trinity, which was proper. to one 'Yhos.e .. 
family name contained· the number 3, tresi and whose 
' ~ .. ' ' -
emblem was the trefoil. This embl~matic building w.1as 
begun in 1593 and completed··three years lat~r: it ha~ ·• 
thr'ee sid~s, each with t·hree, gable·s; three stor~ys, with 
' 
. . 
.three .window-s in· each on each side; the windows are 
---"-.... - . 
. 
_composed of groups of three units, triangles in three 
within trefoil frames, or trefoils alone; the central , · 
. chimney is three=~ide.de. The ·f-rieze df the entablature . 
is thirty=three feet long, and the inscriptions on ~ach 
.side contain thirty=three- letterse °In the trefoil O\ier 
. 
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the doore o o is the motto Tres testimonium dant, from-
•, 
~- . 
.. · the first Epistle of St. John/ 1T.here are thre~ that 
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.. symbolic JeweirY, e.g •• her Phoenix Jewel), and delight for its own sake, 
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times·. T·o a.neoclass_icist like John Gloag, the five classical arc.hitec.:. 
. 
. - . 
tu:ral .orde·rs· {Doric·; ._Ionic, Cori.nthian, Tuscan,· and ·composite) we·re 
r 
''bloated oat of proportion" in'the sixte:enth' century due to the f~ct that . 
. . . 
. 
Elizabethan exuberance, ·''always· seeking ~xpression in copious decora- .· _________ _ 
.,,_ . 
. 
.treated _freely-far too freely. 11 8 As if to combat classical restr~fnts·, 
the Elizabethan bricklayers ·who built ·Hampt.on Court displ~yed an in-
. dulgent spirit: "They would delight to show the plasticity of their IIlaterial: 
- their chimneys, round or square, polygonal, star-shaped, singly or in· ' , . ' , . -
. 
groups, writhe and twist anq. spiral towards the sky. These fantastic 
,. 
chimneys are, surely, no part of _the master's or architect's design: 
_:-. 
. . , . 




and skill." 9 - Here again, the ordi'.nary citizen showed a love for diversity· 






. while _tpe ·Creator seems to have a wider awareness of ·artistic form .. 




religious, · courtly, and domestic events~ Buil~ing, de·corating, ~ .. dressing, · · 
,;..· 
loving;. eating, -singing, dancit1g, acting,-_ spe.aking,- dy-ing-all wer·e. do~e ~ 
-----
. -~- . . J . . -
' 
. 
~ ' . 
wilh a flourish. .Even the characteri~tic. Etiglis_,h garden to~k on parti-
-· 
' - . . .' 
. . . ' . 
. . . 't ', . J.l•· 
. • 
---- -- . . 
cular splendor Vin this ag~:. · _The topiary garden was an admired· frivol~ty; 
,_ 
th~ clipped bushes rep;esented animals ,(especially bir,ds), geoirtetrical-"" . 
. ~ . 
. ' 
shapes, or even the·,_Roya.1: crown!'-· Pomp, . ceremony, and lavish living:,. 
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. . --------.: 
cotrlbined with grace,· hospitality, and.eloq:ii~nt speech Were 0virtue_s to ~e · · 






·: Ti/new fashion in a:chitecture Was assimil~ted earlier. thanthe 
i 
'._.I . 
new fashion in literat~~e. Henry .VIII' s post-Ref or_mation di~tribution:·· of~-
' 
" 
• C O '1-
•••c·onf i~s c ate d monastic lands created a new aristocracy-·which-wante~ to 
· display itS: new astets through fin~ architecture!0 Therefore, I think it 
......... <\,, 




and decorum. · In the other arts as well, these guidelines· are foremost • 
._ M "· '"• 
·yitruvius defines~ymmet{y as the 11 precise relation betw·een · 
members. 1111 This is more than a simple bal.ancing of parts or a 
J ' ( . . ~ 
''correspondence of either side.'' Sfr Wotton. interprets it to· mean '"the. 
> 
' 
convenienc·e -that runneth between the parts and the. whole" - 11 convenience~' 
. , I , 
in this case meaning "a1:1 aesthetic congruity of proportion. 1112 Since 
/ . . 
artists we:r:e working with so many diverse elements,. congruity wa-s .. a 
. . . 
' . . 
., 
· main feature in their esthetic-. 13--. -·. -------- ·----·---~~~-..:.--~----~ ~~ ~- ---
• ..=,- .\ 
J· 
-, 
·· An example·· of symmetrical design among the :_Elizabethan great 
- . ""--\ . 
0 \ • 0 0 0 • ... T 
I . -~ 
·houses is Hardwick····Hall, b_uilt betw~en 1590 and 1597 by Bess of Hard~ 
wick,. widow,of:theE·arl o~Shrewsbury •.. The striking featµre of Hard-
·wic·k Hall is the large, _rectangular window-:s {giving· rise to t,he then-. 
. . -~ .. . ·. . r... 
~ , •. • . ? "' I • 
familiar rhyme, "Hardwick Han,' more glass than wall")~ 14 Light was - - ':- .. 
't " .... ~ .. . . f • 
I 
valued ·in. Engliph a!chi~ectur_e · because._ t\le_re was seldom ·brilliant· sun-
.. 
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~n enemy~ The facade cons.ists~·of ·"advancing and retr~ating bays and; 
ti' 
.. . . . 
... 
. \... . . . 
towers"' which "create a tnarvelOus effect of move.ment ~long witli the. ·· _ 
. . . . 
sparkling play Or 1ighfil." l6 ... .. ' "When the eye travels,·- as it is compelled .. 
. to do, ~p those flanking towe.rs, i.t ·discov.ers in the balustrades at the 
. . . "" ' . 
·. top, frarpe~ by_ strapwork ·and scr.olls·,· and beneath a c.oronet, the r~-
.' ~ . . 
: ;.. ". '·~-·· - -
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' ' . 
. • • the eye. travels Vt{ith ple:asurable ease over .•• varied·· 
shapes and surfaces[? stone· and marble and alabaster, 
classical column and pediment, geometric patterns of 
round and square, _oval and· lozengej strapwork scroll, 
'· cartouche and obelis·k.· All tiiis variety o( design is 
matched by a variety of col.our, but, most important of~ 
-......._all, the polished, shining surfaces and the effect of re- · 
lief e-verywhere obtained, contrast with the .light-absorb-
ing, infinitely broken texture of the _tapestries which 
clothe the walls. Such -an effect must have been normal 
. in any Elizabethan mansion.18 · ·· 
... 
Buxton notes that ''the effect is not so much classical.,· •• as anti-Gothic, 
«Ii.· . 
~ .. . 
and ~nglish. [Yet] .in the truest seu'"se, this house is in the classical 
' -- ~ . ' . 
,taste with every· part contributing to t 'e' whole, wi~fli-nothing stuck on o.r 
• • 'i , - 1~ • 
· ...... 
" 








• " • \ r • J 
The second principle, proportion, is defined by Vitt14:u,vius· as 
' 
· EUrythinia, or 11 beaU.ty a~d fitness ln' the lidju~tment of th~ me~bers ••. .. z.o 
,·, that agreeable· hartnony betwee'n the. breadth,·~ len'g~h 'an~ height .of' ... 
~ ' . 
all the rooms of the fab-ric., "w.hich suddenly .• ~ taketh every b~holder by 
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· · · o·f gQod prop.ortion~e it in a room, a c·ar, or a human·b·ody.· . It se·em-$· 
to.be beyond analysis, but the ~lizabethans_felt they could figur·e it·.ou~ 





was behind h~;r.mony, mathematics must also be behind .visual music. If.". 
·- • A . . 
-"' ·· ·a certain numerical :ratio-was pleasing to the ear, then: ··that same ~ratio 
. . -
-· 
could be applied to visual de sign. .Good nt&ste .was based on re.as on, -on 
. . it . - - . ·,·---.. ----·-
. . (' . 
' . ~ 
~ ' ,. ,'.. 
.. · ·-
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c:i 
artist,. it only had to be revealed.· .. e, •. 
. .. : . . 
. ~ . 
The thir~ principle of Elizabethan taste is.decorum.· ''T.he prin._ 
. 




the keeping 9£ a due respect between the inhabitant and the habitation. 11123 
' . 
The artist must first consider the context: What kind of person. will be 
' .. 
. ' Q 
looking at the picture? On ~hat kind of site will .the b:uilding be con-
. structed? Does this ornament fit in with the total scheme? ''The en-
........ ~ 
. trance to a house· m·ust respect both the proportions·_ of .the building and 
. -· --- ---- --- --- -
.. the dignity of its builder. --A monument ·in a church must likewise reveal 
,, 
' ' .. 
the rank_-of the man whose,:grave it cc;>vers, and defer to its· sacred \ 
setting. 1124 Even a work sO fanciful as T;ian~ular Lodge kept decorum;·· . 
. ~ . . 
·e·very .. threefold detail r'elates to Tresham•:s worship of the Trinity. 
- . ,.. -
,, . 



























·-- ~---creatio_n ·are two ·sides of the same coin. · With de-coru·m as man's . I•<"-: ~· '' 
. "· ( . 
' .. 
aesthetic cri.terion,· all r~asonable creatures will naturally agree to an · 
... :·.:1- •;: .. r 
:objective, detached ~sses.sment of the ~ethnique 'of the ·artist. · This 
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matter ~f a detached vj.ew is quit'e an impor~ant part of·the Elizabethan .. · · 
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. could afford to step back now and then, .. a_way. from a su_bjective. involve·- . .- I I 
l 
• 
- ····•; -i 
.. 
" · • t • • t • • < 
.. 1 • ,. 
. . .. . ' . . .- . ·: . ~ .·· " . ' . ~ 
ment that was the weakness-of men 1n_ Restoration_ times. Only men who 
. 
. . . 
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- . ~ 
.. of non-involve·mejrt. When Sir .. W.otton and#his friends discussed "matte'i's~~. · ··::. -· .. · .. · ·-·. -/: 
~.;• . . . ~ ' ! 
• 
, . 
-,I( ,. ~ 
·'\, 
they began frorif'""rational princip .. les, and while they did 
. . . 
· not exclude the subjective, the 'extemporal habit', the 
· immediate response of a sensitiye and instructed ·mind 
to good design, .they insisted on a detached judgment 
based on learning and experience. They therefore ex-" 
· pected agreement, since reasonable met\. agree on 
reasonable propositions. 25 _. -
In painting, the work of Nicholas Hilliard (1547-1619) suited Eiiza-
·bethan taste perfectly~"' In his miniatures the-re is perfection, delicacy, 
fre,~shness, and a certain rhythniic grace that ·is totally English in -
-




his heart and his head tilted at precisely the right atigle to correijpond 
"' 













~as an amorous quality about it- ·that ·is ex~_!e:me"ly eleg.ant. - Al.though 
•;i, ~'' .• ' ... 
_the·re are few.·shadows in this work, there is no lack of acc.ent and 
·-c 








.. of .the rose· tendril~. and -the angular- repose. of t~e· young man. 
. . . 
Pe-rhaps ·this portrait ·illustrates tWo additional qu~alitie·s which · · d .. 
. ... 
- ____ ........ • • • .... '\,.'I 
.. 
~ere us~d to evaluate paintin.g,- force and affectioJJ,.r .· The ~~rmer 
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' ' ' 'consisteth. in the ·roundings and raisings of the work.;·.- .• · not any flatne.ss 
•• , • • •' ' , - • • ' - ,. . ' • • ·-, \ • . • • • - I , 
·- ... ·within the bedy_o-f·the··figtlre'·. · T.hat is _to say," force means the three·-- · -
0 ~ ~· ~ ... ~ 
., 
. dimensional quality which a p_ainter can give t'o the hurµ.ari figure sci that · ? · 
., 
~ 1 .. ,i 
" 
·it .. • • 
~it standeth off,. as if it were .carv·ed' .•• '' (We· will see -in. Chapter Four .... · · 
• " t.,. 
if this Jhree-dimensiona.1 quality h·as anything to do with Shake.speare.) 
B·y -affection .is meant 'the lively representation of- any"-
p_assion whatsoever, a~ if the figures sto_oq. not upon a . 
~-·-----,-~~-·-··· · ___ Z'"'--·~~-: -.·-~.c~-='.·--:Cl~th OF--bo-ard-~ -bu·t,, .. a·S ·if t·hey-Wl:!~l"'f! -acting·up·on a stage';--~-,· .. -~~-·~ .. ~.----··--~...,..... -
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-. __ ,, 
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not, G 9 fl as if they we.re taking part in ordinary, everyday 
life, but in a theatrical representation of ito This .again 
• j C 
is very indicative of' the "E\i.zabethan taste in pict~re s, of , 
-
.. , ' 
. 
their insistence on the decorative, the formal, · and the 
ceremonious. Z6 -
The heightened quality that the Elizabet·hans ·strove'·for can be seen 
.. , 
· also in their .music. In this secular age, the older church music (which ~ 
0::, U I\' \l .. d·11 1dl , ,, 
•lo 
still was sung· on the Continent) seemed over-done, too florid. In 
~ 
. . - . 
I ' " 
secular songs the_ English liked simpler settings which allowed the te_xt 
{popular verse) to be understood more clearly. Dec,qrum insisted t~at 
,i: 
. ' 
the music and the text be cl?_~~-!y __ ~-~~'.c_h~~~--· "Y~~-m~l.l.~~----~~-~-~~.f<?_!e, _ if _you __ 
'1· \i, ,,, 
,,,, 
8 have a grave matter, apply a grave kind of''music .to it; if a merry subject 
.. 
Zl · 
_you must· make your music also merry." . ·The popul~r madrigal (a 
lyrical, contr<!l,puntal song for thr.ee·, four, five, or ·more voices, usualiy 
' . ' 
sung a capella) w~~· a- perfect- f~rm to in.corporate the I1ew sim.plicity with 
- .... 
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-g-al.) Ev~ryone could participate in the songs of men like Byrd, Mo·rley,-
. ' ., j" 
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.. Dor~thy Mason tells us that ''Th~ con:ipOser~· adopted.what c<n1I(!_" · 
/ i ,., . - . . 
have become a very a,rtificial_ and sophistic~t.ed $tyle~ as it often was 
. ' 
across the Channel, but· they displayed s.o much enthusiasm and span_-
. \ , .. 
.• 
. taneity. · •• that the form became in their. h_ands aimo:St a: nati~~ ex~fesSiori. r.,Z8 · ·_ 
" 
-· I 
· Although music was a very intellect_u~l art it was· al~o a ·very sensual one, 
·, \ 
,. 
. ' ' ~ 
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they delighted could they instruct. 
. . 
If one were to choose three terms which mo-s_t comprehensively 
' . . . j . • . 




would be my choices.~ Because it was a time _,of well:..being and confidence; 
the Elizabethans didn't think twice_ about porrowuig==-b-oth from their O"Yn . 
' . . 
past and -from the Con~ent-whenever it suited their purposes. Spenser 
V,. 
,,-
borrowed, S_h~espeare borro~ed,, architecture cert~in_ly borrowed free-
. ' . .. . . 
. rl . • IJ• ' • ,..... . • 
Yet they we_re not trying to emulate or imitate a foreign manner. 
'•. 
--- --···--------~~ _ ____.a....,....-,.,___ --
- --- -----------·------··-·-- ·-------- --- -- ... -- ' 
' . 
They. ];>arrowed only what gave them holiest enjoyment. · J·ohn Summerson:;, 
.... - . - ~~ . . . . - .. -: 
had, I think, an admirable point with ·rega,rd to the. great-houses: ''It is· 
.. ..,. 
• • . I) 
only by insistit.tg falsely on the imp~rtance of _accurate grammati~al in~ 
·T 
• 
. . ) . 
• o -, • ' o 4-~ I , -
_te:rpretation of classical elements that we are tempted to see them as 
groping prelin1ina.ries to the·Italian, classicism o'f Ingo Jones .. · We. s·hould: 
1 
··.· not se~ them .. so.'' :-z~9 
0 • 
In the: n~xt generations men were to· do more travelling _on the;. 
. ·' 
l 
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Continent/ briliging home id~as a:ttd 'rules 'of ar~' Which, c1.mong other 
... 
·-·things~. we roe· to destroy Elizabethan confidence and yi_gor .. Arti·sts of 
18-
I. 
t~e ·next c·entury-Milton,·' Jo1~1.es, Dryden, or Wreti~.could n~t help but b~ 
. . . 
'~ .... 
se·nsitive to the events··of the seventee.nth..Lentury, 
\ . 
w~ether in England: or· 
"outside.'·' In the following chapter we will see what ~xactly -happened, 
... 
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Th.e. death_ of tl:ie good Queen·;in 1603 spell~'d the~ bi_rth of t;,o~ble fo.:r • ' 
'\. . ,'\, 
,-- . .r.· 
,I\ ,, 
·• . 










t·~is·· pap~~r, Jacobean, Carolinian, and.Common.wealth rule. just did not . 
·. . .-... ~-"· 
• 
:, . ' .... t.. - . 
. ·• 
. suit the welfare of "t~his island. Neoclassicism, changing government, 
Puritanism, r scientific discovery, c·olonization~all these ·terms char-
. .. 
,,.. acterize the first half of the se,;vente-enth century. A purer form of· 
t "'l ' 
classicism slowly began to replac~e the mi~ture of styles that 'was· the 
... 
... ,.,-
English artistic tradition. The stage designs of Inig·o Jones, .for example, 
. . 
simply do not comple.ment the plays of Shake~peare. · ·(Jqnes to.ok his 
, 
. . . ~ 
ideas almost compl~tely from the modern Italian. schools of architecture.) 
• 
,r ' 'l, ' 




·while science was challenging religion, Englishmen' were chal- . ' 
,. 
- ~ . 
.' 
·,lenging ea~h other., .·for the Civil War ( 1642-1652) was cre.ating intense 
·., . 
national division. Bonamy D·abr~e exp,lains that "w·hen men canno'.t,.be_ ·. .. 
~¢""":;;-·/, I 
·O 
cert~in: of .. their souls_ they· are th·e re~dier prey of their emotiqns, for 
.ii ·, . 
. when there is· no- ·e·xternal authority ·for m~n to rely on, they turn .in.upon··. 
~ . -•ti .. 
.,.·.:-
. . 1 ' . d' . . . ·~ 
themselves .• '' ~ This· statem~nt seems to mean that men mu.st be·· qepend-1· 
; . , .: . 
. ' 
. . 
--~nt oti an_ ''~xternal authority;'' if this is so, I cannot~agree •. Yet I still 
. . ' " 
. .. l...· 
.. 
" ~ ~ ' . 





. phe:nomen~n of _the sevente·enth century Englishman~ Bu.x;ton pinpoints, 
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and of Milton, o o o between the courteous reasonableness of,·. 
· · the man who sincerely believes that his opporient"s are open 
~ ' . . 





•OM ,., .... ~·-·--r-••~~---..... •-• -• -•"•• •••• •-0 •-•••••-•• -•••• ••-•-••••• ''••••, • 
. ·, . 
\ who swears that they are not; between the mod~rate man 
' ' 
and the fanatic; between the man who,· confide,nt in the 
._. -
;ationality of his opinions~ can state them quietly~ and th.e· _· 
\ 
.• r 
ma:p. -who lacking that confidence, must shouto These dif;.. 
. 
. 
. ferences pervad~ the whole life of English society in_ these· 
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:time. maintain a tight grip on her-p'~ecise identity: This loss of clarity 
" 
as to national values and goals resulted in the widespread undermining 
\ <· ~ t 
' ' 
of man's confidence in himself. ( ,r 
-A degree of stability, though England would never be the s·ame, came 
with the restoration of the Stuart rulers in 1660. Char.les II··.!w~s hailed· 
as ''The· Mer·ry Mon~rch"; Puritanism was put in its place,. the theatres 
were ~e-opened, and gait·y was restored.· But with a d1fference. Once 
-
·again Englishmen felt confident, even superior---e·specially to tpe French,. 
., 
- • l r 
and those barbariaps_, the Elizab~thans; yet they· were positive_ly fright-




. .ened of· any real emotional inv_olvement whlt ever ... In their a1tt they de·-· 
-
. 
man<;led less-,-real-life passion and mo.re ,novelty." Mystical contemplation, 
• ~· ' & ' 
• • t: ~ . ' , 
, .·, spiritual str.uggle, imagination, and intuition.h~d little place in a modern~_ 
~ - ·>· I 
' . , 
' . 
mechanistic, and deterministic· world full of egotis~s. Artists breathed's.a 
different air. 
'·Men who had live'd through the ,~ivil war and the Purit~n 
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:,:.-· .. · 
• 
. ~ 
~:_ ·,:--,;. ' . f. I • 
._ regime ·sus·pected· and feared anyth~hg that ~q.VOr.ed of 
. . v' • . 
_ 'enthusiasm, 1 in eit~er religion ·o·r poetry ... ·Religfon ..• . ' .. ·-.·· 'i I: . ..._ 
. • r , took on the cool ·rationality which was lo1q.g to remain the 
.ni<;trk. of moder.ate. and well=bred- Anglicanismo~-.~hat . 
·-
'<t poetry ·could flourish in such a_ climate was likely to be. .- · . · ·- . 
,, .· little more than direct conimetita.ry .on men and manner$. 3 ____ ---:--~ -_ -· --· ---
I - -
/ . "" M:aybe· a little harsh, Qut not comple.tely untrue. 
- - . --- ~--- -. \ 
# ' 0 
,The Elizabethan period was one of optimism, e\thusiasm, bravad°', 




-common 'sense .. Lc3:ught~r~ especially satiric laughter, always indicates 
< 
a kind .o( superiorjty, a "knowing,'' as opposed to being in the inferior ...... 
•> 
' ' position of questioning. The real forte of Restoration dramatists was 
' ~ ·comedy. They reasoned, ''If I feel, the world is a tra edy; if I think, it 
is -a comedy." They chose the latter ap.proach.. It was important to·· put -
.. 
,. such'a fearsome thing as sex·at a distance- hence, the sugges-tive comedy -
. . 
'Of manners.· Whenev·er· one is thre~tened by an unavoidable object (sex 
. ' 
.being ''~egrettab.ly, neces.sar·y•!.)_, the best thing to do is to laugh at it and 
' ·' 
to, ridicule it into its prop.er' proportion. 
~ . 
. . 
/'· ' '· 
• '' 1 \ ' ~ 
• 
Philosopher· Thomas ~obbes ( 1588-1679) in~ his Leviathan· advocated -
.. . . 
· law and order as ~ check ·on, the. pred~tbry and egotistic as.pects of human ~ . . ~ . 
' . 
~' ' ' 
' 
' .-,/. . . .. 
· nature. T~sevente~nth cetitUry discover_ies in the physical Sciences 
,..J 
., 
~' >()' ' • ' ' • • ~ \ • ~ 
·re,assured· man-that nature ·was··~founded on universal o:rder.. Therefor:e, 





• . . 
. I . • .. 
· rea~on was venerat~d over. em.otion·in.·daily life .. The· ''lesser nature'' of 




. · man was re·jected in hor·ror, not· accepted. Thu.s, art "served as ~an 
' 6), 
'l1i - . ". \ .. 





























' ' ( 
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~· ----·-· .. -i • 
emotional o·utlet for repress·ed feelings; heroism b~long~d to. the unr~al 
. ' 
- . ' ' 
' .. 
\·. .. . ~ 
.. 
wor:-ld---the stage,. In an unheroic age, th~ hefoic style of t·he recent 
' 
' 
·, ... _ .... :... .... 
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-Tacol:te_a11: p·laywright_s (Be~um_ont and F-letche:r, Chapm·an, We'bster, ~Fot-d~ 
! • t, . 
and .others) was·th-e perfect antidote. The impossible Platonic love,· the 
· conflict ~f honor and pastion staged in faraway placeS {all RomanFc 
ideas, ac"tually), \\7ere not combit1e·d wif:h modified classical concepts. 4 
. 
. 
·1f the Elizabe_than period was an elab.oration and heightening of. the · 
. . . . .. 
. 
. . . " . . J.. . 
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~ J . 
These "basics''. were the ne.oclassical principles which filtered through 
~. , . 
F-rance and _Italy· and c·rystallized in eighte~nth c.entur_y England. (The 
. " 
' French mind, especially, was disposed toward classicism; W<;! must keep 
T 
in mind that France did.n't have the influence of a Shakespeare to. keep her· 
-
feet. firmly planted in ·a traditional style.) Added.to the neoclassic ideas, 






succes·ses further indicates a lack of self-definition and a desperate_ need 




. . . 
. ~ ·/ 
the deca?ence of Eli.zabethan e_x~bera_nce and tlie [real] l?irth·of "classicism:. 
p 
it was not truly creative, but it craved for art; it. had n9 scruples about 
. ·' t ' . 










_. ~~1-arjty (as opposed· to_ the Rbm:_a~tic blur), ·restraint; ·control, purity; .... _ 
' . ~ . . . . 
n~bil.ity, ~nd·. (as Webster's c.ontribution) simplicity, ·dignity, correct-
' . .... 
. . 
ness of style; sobriety, proportion, c·onventional. formality; and in music,·,· . 
• .r. ---~--. 
'. 
.Q formal be·auty, symmetry, ·fi~i~h, and.repose.· .We will see later jusl 
& . 
;, 
. , ... , 
' . I\:-.. 
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,:, . . . 
• 
• - T, 
. ' 
.  ·zs . ' . . ... .. -.... ,., .......... _ f· 
. 
. . . 
. . . 
· what is mea4t by_t·hese. T·tie ·g~ne.ral aim of .neocl~ssicism was .to.!' curb ·, ~ 
.~- . ' ' ~ . . ~ . ' 
,;j 
:, ' ... 
. ec·cent:ricity and a~hieve ~ rationa~, c·ivilized· norm (of expre~sion;'' there 
.. 
. was an ·overri<!ing concern for styliwstic· decorum and the danger was the ) 
...... , ,. .. 
. 
. ., . 
Ii tendency to forget that Style and form are inward and integrai\e1ements -
of writing, not a :t'hetori~alvesture and pattern imposed from- without. 116 
··. . 
l 
. .. ,I 
T~e real peril ·was the solidification of matters of taste into a set of 
.. 
teenth and· eighteenth centuries. imposed limitations on -themselves. · And 
0 
' the rigidity that developed is not so m.uch a debt to .Greec~ and Rome--as 
' 
•' 




--In _1650 the French Academy of Painting and Sculpture actually 
established laws for th~ represent.ation of passions. It felt that·nature · 
A 
• 
could be improved upon and made regular. Some felt that modern cul-
C, 
·r 
tur-e should not merely attempt to emulate the classics., but surpass 
,. . ii 
j -~ 
, themo Ben Jonson expounded the ideal of poetry as '' c.reative po~er-, 
controlled by conscious, (delibe·rate and learned art, ii:i which abst~ract 
. rules [unities, fiv_~ acts, etc~ were only vaJ.id as they serve~ a 
.f' 






mainly in the psyc~ology of the ae·sthetic process; ·"aesthetic" pleasure 
. 
. 
meant-intellectu~l pleasure. JOnsol\__,.elsewhere said:,:"The ends of all 
' 
- . 





.. .. (·. 
' 
. · Notice .the order of the last·terms. _ John .Dryden ~acknowledged that the .. 
-~ 
poet's business is to· pl.ease the, audience. 9 
' ~ . 
' 
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;""a measuring and chastising rod against the older ~nglish _dr'ama. · A ~ 
• • • 




' decorum arid poetic justic~ becotries the st·andard. Any apprec~ation on 
grounds of effect is expressly rejected. 11 10 This ridiculousness was -· 
~- sureli an exagger_ati'on of. neoclassical.ideas. ' -
) . 
T . 
formal contour, but from an English poi~t of view this careful· control 
and c;ompression was puz~ling. French decorum and elegance probably 
reminded the English, ,used to the apparent formlessness and gus·to of 
. ' 
Shakespeare, more of an operatic 4ebate ·than a pla'y~ Dryden was an. 
early critic of, French neoclassicism: French heroes are ''the most civil 
People breathing, but the-jr good breeding seldom extends to a word of 
. ' 
. sense; ~11 their Wit is Ceremony; they want the Genius which animates 
F 
· / our Stage." 11 Dryden ~as seeking to. preserve and develop a unique ·. 
national styie. · In his Essay on Dramatic Poesy ''the :regularity and per-
fection .of the F·rench stage is contrasted with the 1_soµl of poetry' in the 
.--· 
. . . ' \./' 
• 
-English. A parallel is· drawn between th_e beauties of a statue, repre-





senti-ng the French dram.a,. ~nd the beauty of a man, representing the 
' . 
. E 1· h .t · 1 d·t·. "lZ .. 
.. ng1s ra_1.1on •. 
/ 
. ' 
The Restoration hovered ·betw·een the rigidity of the Fre-µch and the.~ -
t-'- . 
enthu$iasm of,the Elizabethans. · lrnaginatioXas susp:ct; it Was the : 
riumber ·qne distorter of rea~oil an·d truth, for th.rough imaginatio~ the;·. 
- ,:,I, , ' 
. 
• 
. . ,. 
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, 
·e·moti~ns c·ou~d play upon the judgmen~. For F'rancis Bacon ''the rule of 
.. 
t:. 
• • " 
reason w~s -·di~turhe·d by th·ree things,. sophistry J i~magination, and' the· . 
' . 
' 
affections. 1113 Pr. Walter Charleton's Concerning the Different Wits _of· / r 
' 
. 
· Men ( 1669) defined it thus.: 11 By Imaginatioll. : • we conceive some certain 
.. . --
s i mil it u de in objects really uniike,- and pleasantly confound them in dis-
- course: Which by its unexpected Fineness and,A_llusion, surprising the 
..,.. 
• .I . 
t ...... '. ·l t . 
~ : I 
,,, 
' l • . ,· 
·- . . • ,.,;. u -- -• -· --·--· 
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. , . 
-~;' 
heroic drama _Dryden rebelled a bit, adv~cating __ one._ tq u1et-himself loose 
/ 
I . 
· to visionary Objects" and not be/ so tied to the real.. He wanted more 
supernatural incidents, an elevated hero, and greater complication of 
plot and emotions_;.IS 
- ... The purpose of the heroic .Play (an epic poem· in little) 'according to 
• 
. ' D 
_ Hobbes was "to raise ·admiration, principally for three virtues, valour, -
. 
. 
beauty, and love. rrl6 The fiber of the times was weak;: the stock char-
' 
acters (the King, villain, captive Prince, and beautiful maiden) ·which 
.. ' 





, ,, larat·ions had a hollow~- ring attd~whose ''honour,'' for all the lip-s~rvice 
i . . 
paid to it, rar~ly appeare~.· Theatre-g~ers li~ed a var·iety of scenes with-
• 
roma~~ic settings-..prison scenes,_ horr,or scenes, g~osts, and strange_ 
places with even stranger names. 
. ' ' . . ··'· ' ; . . f . . 
They applauded when the curtain ·fell 
after a<;articularly dramatic line. l7 Artificial? 
)' . . 
. . 
, 
Why not? Heroic 
' ·, i' 
' - . 
- tragedy was ''a conscious artificializing of early -seventeenth~century .. 
.... 
- ' 
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, • • 
• f 
· ~ ·tion novelt.y-tseeking a_udience, · ~nd· all m·odified· just a trif~e to· mak~ i~ 
'. " 
I . • • . 
app.rqach a little, ne~rer toeythe heroic 'play:s. of Fr.anc·e. 11 is- .· 
• ' 
• •I ,. 
• • 
•-"" • b 
- . . . 
.. ~ Today it seems that the love-and-honor spectac-les .were a bad com-
. promi·:;e bet.ween pseu~o-classic formality and_ native romantic narrative 
. 
. 
tradition. They seem faked, wildly excessive, ludicrous, perhaps· 
(. 
. 





. . \ 
What, exactly, does 11 baroque' 1 signify? What are the ingredients 
• 
in. baroque taste? From the Portugese ''barroco'.' or the Spanish ''barocco'' · 
.... 
.. denoting a large irregular pearl, the OED says that it is, essen.tially, ''the 
, 
interplay of strong emotio·n and stronger social, aesthet_ic,. intellectual, 
0 
..... moral, and religious restraints·." Romantic feeling was tailored to fit 
a seve·re classical formula. Dynamic, fantastic ·ornament Was added on 
,.. . 
A, 
to classical calmness. I~n cathedr.als and palace·s elaborate carvings and 
· statuary, arches, leaf -pa~terns and the like, blended with the grand 
austerity and symmetry _of the, b~sic de sign. Control was an important 
. . 
· quality; it serverl;.,to curb the more expansive emotions. Bach'~ wtld, 
• 0 
. . "' 111' -• 
. . , 
. ' 
romantic, spontaneous-sounding preludes are followed and transcen~ed . 
. 
. by ftague s. · lt is with a sense of relief that the will and the intellect con-
. 
' 
' ' . 
trol the former emotion •. T'he inter·est is in the t~nsion between the· free-
' ' . 
' 
·- ,. -
· dom of the prelude .and the discipline. of the fugue. The fugue 'itself, with 
'' ' .. 
. : . . 
-its r·edundant clu~ters and doublings, gives a feeling of. ·c;ontrolled tension· 
. --- -· 
·which is finally expelled with a splash of m_athematical ornament . 
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-The principle b~:hi.nd the fugue is the baroque '' resolution· in··space." 
.. . •. ' ,. ,;! . • . 
. ~ 
"'' 
{;i, ,..-,:~ • u .. 'C,I' 





.... .,t_' though involved, j.t _is· 11 treated with re~·sponsible, sober or even methodical 
J 
. 1 \· 
--.- sense of order·.,, l 9 The release gives a· s~nse ·of triumph as the t~nsion, 
...... 
_ is resolved and dispelled into infinity. The~conclusion of a B~ch fugue 
" 
is a perfect example of this elevated sen·se of freedom .after controlled 
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,I • . 
·r ·. 
'.J . /. 
ance, then the trallscendence, of 1a:w. 1120 He w~s able tO express so · 
J' 
·· tnuch in this. one ordered pattern because of the harmony of balanced. 
proportions, i.e. symmetry. It was in this period that Sir Isaac Newton 
came forth with his third law of motion·: ".'To every action, -there is 
always opposed an equal.reaction, 1 ·or, in effect, the mutual "'actions· of 
two bodies upon·eac"h other are eq'Ual and directly oppo.site. nil The co-n-
. 
. 
· sistent and symmetrical balancing of parts was the kind of order the 
' 
Restorc;ttion required. ''If baroque means release ~nd expressive 
~ 
energy ... it also means august equilibrium, re-established masses,_ 
I idea,lized f·orms, and grand simplified planes-an academic co-ordination· -
.. 
on an impre.ssive scale. ,,22 
. 
' 
Ba:roque symmetry was-different from Elizabethan symmetry. 
. 
-
. , ... j,"O,~ 




. ·.· 'Baroque symmetry was strongly c1:£fected by a need for regularity, con- .. 
... 
' 
. · formity, correctness, or 11 propriety. '' We post-Romantics see their_ * 
'> 
" 
symmetry as fo_rmality, frigidity; ·the Restoration saw? it as a desirable, 
. 
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.... I 30 . 
-,..r,. I 
. 'j,, ' . . ~ 
/ ~ • Ip . 
· antithe·sis. If th~ form was reg.ular and the "contrast well-·arranged, · they_ 
. 
then felt free to indulge in an emoti·onal ,display. -- -4 ' 
,,r•·-;-
".Take, for in-stance,. Rembrandt's. tre,atment of Albrecht· Durer's . 
J 
Adam and Eve, . 1504. Althou.gh not the for~al classicism of n{irer' s 
,,,... 
.. 
nude\'s, Rembrandt's ~638 etching illustrates the em·otional tension char·-
acteristic of seventeenth century ·art... In this smal:t..P~.ctu:re are doubt;, 




with the· conflict·i"P the story; he is more interested in the poses of his 
. ) . ,r:::~-
p e rf-e ct figures. Sixteenth century love of symbolism can be seen .in the 
j four humors, here represented by cat (choleric ~ruelty), . rabbit (san-. 
guine sens.uality), elk {melancholic gloo171), and ox (phlegmatic sluggish-
... 
ness). 23 The animals in the Re.-mbrandt are r·am, bat, elephant·,· and a 




-certain~y exceptional, not entirely typical of the period·. It_ is truly 





If ·co.nflict or dramatic tension could be rrfade syminet.ri·cal, then ._ ~ B 
-
. 
. . . 
-~ real drama ,could hardly exist. . Symmelry implie~ balance; bala·nce irn-. 
pli~s stasis.· If a social code dictated·the passions (and it did in love-a~d-
l'J-





.,, '°It"' . • 
' 
- ' ... 
. . .. 
·but merely cor!\pliance to:~ .formulao Will was simply a duty to obey.·" 
' . 
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Baroque forn:is have a corporeality partly be.cause the 
baroque artist ·-does not carve .--his·material, but models 




• it was as .colossalilas Michaelangelo 8s; but baroque expands , 
its volumes from within, so that· the cartouche is a basic 
baroque motif. 24 \. · 
... 
. I . Sameness was also broken up by a "stronger emphasis upon the units, the 
' 
splitting up of masses into clear~y arranged comi>artrnent-s. •• 25 _The tota.1," 
-
. . 
organic movement of former ·times was lost.· · The Restoration ide-a1··of an 
•. •.• , .: ...... , .. ,_ •. ,,. .... -0 ,,.__ .·-~. ----· • -
-F, <, 
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appealed to tµ.e· sense of "decorum,· regularity, unity, and_:whatever else 
is_ tectonic"26). All three of these ideas can be seen in St. P.aul' s Ca-
. ., 






Wren's problem of structure. Wylie Sypher explains".that the baroque. 




architects reverted to a '' centralized'' design more head-__ 
. . 
strong .• ~ than the renai,ssance Greek-cross structure ... 
. '., . 
The center of gravity is liftedo o., the entablature between 
the first an<! second stories is broad and bold, h:·ori~ontally 
dividing the facade and· emphasizing the S.µtnptuous handlitig 
of the upper orders. 27 · · · ' 
.,, 
We can seer, this in the strong divisio~ be_twe·en the two outer.'' stories" of;, 
S.t. Paul's and the monument~~!., column-encircled drum. Without the. 
n . 
. 
. - b-road entablature, the church wou·1d·be ~uch, tqo m 0assive, _heavy,. and. 
~ to ' 
•'.• 
. , 
. _ · ~ dull. · .. Bec·aus~ Wren divided the- outer building into three· s~parate a~eas,. 
. . 
he can b·e_ more selective about his ornamel!.tation~he doesn't need to ·rely · 
on .novelty alon_e _to rel~eve the heaviness~ r 
·• ~;., \. \ 
-' 
] .. 
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While the centralized plan lent· a. dignity. to the church th'at appealed 
• • I 




-to the Restoration; no_t all, aspects of St. Paul's continued to attract: 
. ' . 
. 
.•.• the classic successor to old St~ Paul's (wren having., 
re-built the church after the Great Fire of 166~ ne·ver h.ad · 
' the sacred prof-µn.dity, the holy calm a_nd dusky mystery of 
a cathedral built in the age of faith.,_ and certainly none of ·4 
the animated sparkle and colour of Europe~n Renaissance 
cathedralso The interior,, with almost pp.gan clarity~ sug- . 
.. gests th·e charac'ter of the new s·cientific age -·of enlighten-
ment, that prelude to the age of reason, when good man-
.(ll " •. 
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o~ England God was a perfect gentleman, with Heaven dis-
creetly in the background and Hell on the way out. ZS 
a 
.. 
But at the time, architecture was the arbite,r of taste and the ideas that. 
. . 
Wren worked with had considerable influence. Wren's works have unity; 
J 
the Restoration pursued unity fiercely, but it was' usually more ~f a con-
:forming.unity than an organi·c unity. Contrasts r'.esolved into harmonious 
/ 
" combin.atiqn. In the behavioral realm as well, there was less individ-
. 
. - ,·~~ 
uality; men .were busy analyzing ,,·types''. and forming patterns of social· 







If unity was an ideal, variety was nq less an ide~l. But it was often 
. 
·, 
st~ained--.§l~ter.to the point where it became n~·ve'lty for the sake of novelty. 
The fascinating_ m~ltiplicity 6f :shakespeare freque:ntly became contrivance-· 
in }:lestoration drama. ~t. was a different sort of_ va~iety in t~e late 1600 1s 
due to· the neoclassical restr-aint-~ which wer~. ·accepted.- .. (But _this will b~ 
· expanded" upon in Chapter T hre_e.) - . . 
' 
T~e final ide·a that seems .to h~lp define Restor~tion taste is ~~~i~ 
,~' V ' 
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appea-ranc·e .of truth.,,' .. The ·conti~tation· it had in ~he baroque ·period is 
. ' . 
., 
.,, 




· representation-, by whic,h to excite in a delig.htful way desire, and in an · 
" 
•. o.l 
· ardent way pass,ion. 1129 For the ba:t'oque it was a representation whiC::h 
" . 




moral, {the·se· aim·s q.re exemplified in part by'·Dryden's ·11 imitation''-of·. · 
Although the changes are· evident, the English taste nev~r com- · 
pletely developed along neoclassical lines. Paul Spencer Wood in his· 
-
. 
· PMLA' article, "The Opposition to Nee-Classicism in E.ngland Between 
-
' 1660 and 1700., '' - points out three strong obstacles which prevented com- · 
,. 
. 1 -
-plete dominanc:e of classical ideas: 1) individuali~m,· 2) Elizabethan \ . . 
• 
literature", and 3) ''foreign rules.'' The English are intensely individ-




Classical restraint ha-d to be learned. The English respect tradition; the 
' ' 
.accomplishments 'of Spencer· and Shakesp·eare were not forgotten_. They 
o< 
admired the native style eve.n as they pointed out the ''br~a~hes of liter.-
,, 
_ary decorum.'' '~The influence of the Elizabethans in· the ·end made for a_. 
- • ,,f: 
--
• I 
~-\ tempered and t_houghtful di_~criminat~on, not fQr a rebellion against neo-· 
.. 
classical.:istandards~ •• 30. More~ver,. the new rules were associated.with· 
... 




<l.' .. i, 
·, 
English . Dryden, remembe-r,· desired to be, ''trie.~d l;ly t~e laws of my 
~· - . 
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.. . . 3·4 
I • • 
The Resto;~tion was a curious period aesthetically. The form was 
classical:. control, correctness, pattern, ·.tension, formal symmetry, 
) 
.. 
·stasis, unity, novelty. 
" 
Yet the content was -romantic: . passions expressed· 
~ ' 
so as to mould men nearer to the ideal human being .. The attempt to com-
,. . 
. bine classical form with romantic content was the leading_:·pu.rpose of 
.) . 
" ' V 
~ :,:., 
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17The c·h~nges i~ the physical th'eatre sincJ Sh.akespeare.'s tillle 
. · ·were astounding. New houses such as Drury Lane (1674) and Dorset.· ·.- .~-:-· 
-
,;; . .' 
Garden (1671) were proscenium stage,s with a drop curtain, footlig·hts 
{candles), and movabl~ scenery" Although withstanding the h·eavy 
I 
. 
& Italian .ba~oque influence,i the theatre w·as very different from the Eliza-. 
___ _ __ _ __" bethan stage==which conveyed very little scenically, to the audience.· 
w·omen were no:yv on stage; love-making scenes could b·e more realistic-
,_y . ' 
• -
ally performed, to the delight of the ladies and gentlemen of the c<>1:1,rt 
(the only ones who attended very many plays). 
', 
. "- '~;. '°._ ·,-, · .·. ~-~~; 18Nic·oll, .. A History of Engl,ish Drama,: Pp. 117-131. 
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Although Mr~ Sypher is speaking here of architecture, the description 
fits the fugue nicely. 
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Chapter 3 Structure 
. . ' ~ 
., . 
• . . 
So far two distinct periods have been .discussed·; the rest· of th~ 
. . 
pape·r will ,use this· in.formation in critically analyzing Antony and Cleo-
----- --- ,. 
-
..... . 
pa ..tra and All for. Love.. Every work of art is but a small part of the 
totc;tl ~oricepf of a period •. E_.ach creation to some extent modifies that 
• e' 
concept. Yet even artists who are in total rebellion, or who a.re wild 
\· 
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experimenters, do not work in a vacuum-they are products '?f their 
<:, 
envir·onment. It is·possible, if one would so desire; to point to-baroque 
elements in Shakespeare (numerous characters, asymmetrical groupings, 
' 
· varying emphases), but following trends in such a way can be carried to 
extremes. Certain elements are recurrent in almost any. period from 
ancient to modern times. 1 · An art historian should keep in mind that 
there is no clear-cut line of demarcation between artistic "'periods. 11 
However, in some very basic ways,. Antoriy and Cleopatra and 
. . 
All for Love do correspond to the aesthetics of their times. The f-orm· 
f 
r.· ,,- . 
'Cl ' 
-
of t-he · plays is the most, dramatic evidence of this correspondence. 
Dryden modele·d his material in large ~chunks, much like soiid archi-
~.,. 
·-, te,~tural building blocks;· Shakespeare. wove liis material from· many 
.• 
thread~, and ·spun them,. with ~ver-inc_re<:ising speed, into a golden cloth 
with a_ swirling pat.tern. How this was done, and to what e_ffect, is ·the 
.. 
·~ . .. 
subj,ect of t.he ·fallowing .pages. , 
,, 
• -1 • 
,. ;,·_ .'Ir.. • 
· .. v··· . 
./ ,_ ,. 
·'. 
'... ·---~ ·' ,. ··:· 
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.. . . ' ... 
'., .. ._,.. . 
, . 
' . . . . . 
,. ,J1 In spite of an ~war·eness'·6f classical doctrine, the Elizabethans. 
· ... _./' 
.. . . ' .. 
" 
·· . clung to t?~ir preference ·for· se-quential, rathe-r than concentrated action. 
I ••... -., 
They did·not hurry th/narrative, but let it sp.in it~elf out from beginning 
. 
to end. (This preference·ifor line c~n be seen in the Hilliard miniatures 
. -·-
anp. ~n madrigals as well.) One way unity of action was achie~ed was by 
,, . 
~ , 
creating a dominant c·ha:racter. The pqwer of such figure.s as Tambur-
... ",;;~ ~ .• •....•. -~-1•· 'J>- :·· \-~1, . · ..... , 9 , .. ,: -~.:.~~ t;, . ::.~'1 .. :. - .,~.. . C, .. ~ . ~ . . . 
Go_·.,·· . :~ .. ·'.\/:':·.~-· . . ····t -. ..,,_ ' ~ ...... _ ....__ • 
_was- through unity of tone or feeling, a "qualitative unity, n.Z whic,_h will 
be expanded upon in Chapter Five. It is· enough to say here that by 
language devices, mood, tone, and the like, men in Shake·speare's time· 
. . ' 
were better equipped to fuse their work into an organic whole than they 
.. 
.. 
were in Dryden's time. 
,-- The Elizabethans were not afraid of "episodes,'' which came to 
mean all details~extraneous or not-that weren't part of the main out-
.. 
line, of the story. "There is no restriction on the number of episodes, · so 
.Jr' £Cl 




_ ne.ed _be there only to give delight, not to clarify th~_fable, then you m~y . 
.. . . ,, 
ha~~ as ~any episodes as the,pbySical length of your play will a.now you. 113 
.. . . . 
"'' . 
. . 





·contrast ("Roman''· versus ''Egyptia:n'' -scenes), and ornament was satisfied. 
" 
. . . 




Shakespeare 1·s. desire ·to delight his viewers with interesting, if non-
. ~ 
. 
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. . 
in whic-h CleOpatra exercises her feminine' wiles on Antony (especially 
·- ~ . 
1·. iii); or indulges he·r·-fury with the messenge.r to th-e point of. high· 
J • t ,'> ' 
. comedy (II. v), scenes with Pompey's_ men (II. i; IIV. vii),. the Roman epi-
Q 
s9des where Caesar rails at Ant.any (especially III. vi), numerous. battle 
sc.enes, sce~nes where soldiers chat .. and hautboys play. (IV. iii),. plus epi-
,q • . . . , . . . • . 
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·' . ,., 
, ' 
little loss. But ·every one gives some pleasure and adds to the-ceremony, 
no.t to mention the life-like quality these events contribute. Each -"non-
.. 
essential" is one more piece of a grand puzzle to be fit into place. 
Such supernumaries a.s soothsayers, messengers, and clowns all 
contribute to the moods cr·eated. ,The worlds Qf, Antony and Cleopatra 
;,J.. 
involved many people, not just A handful in a temple. ". . Dryden reduces 
~ - .. 
Shakespeare's cast of forty to a selec~ group of about-twelve. Again, 
more concentration., less scope. 
So it is not primarily the plot structure which is ··responsible for 
. "9-
the organic u.nity of Antony and Cleopatra. · Structure .. is ,~~re responsi-
.,;.._, .,- .,:,tt 
« i.;~ • 
ble for the rapid movement and-rh.yt.hmic grace that was the joy of t.,he 
) '. 
Elizabethans. All for Love and Antony and Cleopatra might be compare.d 
' 
. , 
.to two paintings; one a precise, small~scale drawing,. the other a large, 
' . 
· 1e·S"S preci·s~, but more imaginatively powerful·painting. 
. . 
• 
Antony·_~nd Cleopatra was written in 1608 t.o please a vast, 
" heterogeneo-q.s audience; All for Love was. Vlritten in 1677, and acted at 
' ·,! 
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· century many write.rs were. attemptin.,g adaptations of Elizabethan dram~s:....:. 
. , 
usually with little success. ·rt is in these adaptations that we see mo$t ,.,. 
• ~..I)-· ' 
.. . 
" 
clearly the tastes of the age. They_ did nbt like confusion _of scenes, 
realistic heroes, Shakespeare's ''vulgar" language, nor the lack -of. poetic 
· . · justice. The adapters always made the scenes more unifi~El, the heroes 
-
- .. . 
Dryden's chief concerns were f·or structure and diction. He wanted 
. 
. . 
to see if. Shakespeare •.s subject matter would work i~ constructed accord-
ing to neocl~ssical rules. But he would not be bound: "I love to follow, the 
rules, but far from being their slave, I enlarge them or narrow them ac-
. ' 
cording to the _demands of tlly subject~ 114 . {The real question here is not 
' . 
whether he did this, but how he understood the demands of his subject.). 
/-', 
There can be no doubt that Dryden, if no one else in his time, recognized 
the greatness of ShakE:_speare. Dryden was the first to declare Chaucer, 
·, 
Sp~ricer, Shakespeare, ·and Milton the foremost English poets. Of. 
Shakespeare he said: 
. . 
He was the man who· of all modern, and perhaps ancient 
n 
- poets, had the la.rgest and most comprehensive soul. All· 
the images of Nature were still present to him, and he " 
drew them, not laboriously~. but luckily; when he describes 
any thing., you more than see it;· you feel it too. He needed 
not the spectacles of boolcs to ·read Nature; he looked in- PJ 
wards, and found her there. 5· - . '...-
Certain aspects of the supreme Shakes~are could O"Q.lY be imitat~d, .. 
-, ~ . 
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whether Dryden would hav~ admitted this; looking at it from .his point of 
r • • • 
_view, he was telling part of the story in a wholly different map.ner .. "'~ In. 
( ~ . 
~·~..... . 
---;' 
his Preface he· said, "I have no,t copi.ed my author se~vilely: Words and 
_. 
' 
phrases must of necessity receive a chang~ in succeeding ages ... 116 Fo; ·. 
~ ' "' 
:.II". Dryden, 11 im1tating·11 Shakesp-eare meant., .according to David.Nicol "Smith~ 










. is to be enjoyed in an entirely different manner-even though the materials 
· are similar. The dialogue m~y be reminiscent of Shakespeare, but the -
structure and characterization are dissimilar. 
·,:,,a.,•,., ... 
With r_egard to the unities, Dryde·n forew~rned the reader that 11 ·the 
' . 
unities ,Qf time, place, and action [are] more. exactly observed, than 
_./ I 
., 
perhaps the English theatre requires. 118 Instead of Shakespeare's ... , ... • f . 
. 
twelve-year world-wide panorama with rapid shifts of scene, the a-ction ·· 
is focussed on the last magnificent hours of the tragic pair. Not concerned 
·with unity of place, Shakespeare diffused the action over Greece, Italy, 
Egypt; Dry-den concentrates all the--action in Alexandria's T·emple of Isis" 
0 ~ Dryden felt that frequent changes of -place were unnecessary and dis~ 
tr-acting for,the ·audience. ·Too·mucp. time-would b~_. lost before new 
· ass(>ciations ···c~uld be formed and one could get his ~-bearings. (Just be- , 
.,, • '' 1 
' ' 
' ' ' ' ,' ' . - ' .. , ' 'I, 
cause S~akespe·are managed to work ~uccessfully with the panoramic 
"' 
metho1d. did not mean that j.t was -a goodQe~ per se. ) At Sh~kespeare/s 
' f,1 
theatre the lack of scenery al~owe·d h.im to foam freely f_or some thi,rty~ 
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· ... - ei.ght scenes~ Dryden's theate~ us~d a .specific setting w~ich natur_ally 
,-· 
imposed a restriction .on locale. 
. . ' 
This :restriction, however, poses "a· 
., 
._.. ........... , .. 
.-~ 
' .. 
pr~blem. in motivation; why should the characters p,..omptly ·appear at .the 
' . . 
Jr 
. 
- ' Temple exact·ly when they are needed ~o further the in~rigues .of an arti-
ficial plot?_ Entrances and exits should always justify themselves. They·. 
don't in All for Love. • ¥ •• ~. 
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action. Every scene does contribute to the development. of a hig·hly ab-
- sorbing series of events, but the critic must look deeper than this. The 
plot unfolds in an artificial manne.r. · A contrived series of confrontations, 
the scenes· do not grow out of e~ch o"ther-they are not organic-. All for 
Love appears to be technically well-wrought, but maybe it only "appears'' 
" 
' . 
to be. Dryden was haunted by something he could not define,"but could . 
only describe as ,a ''m?re quick and fuller spirit''·; he completely missed 
~ 





occur. They cqinprise Shakespeare's last two acts in an expanded form_ · 
. 
' 
and c·an be viewed as a four-part framework: 
I) ·Antony scenes~A.,ntotiy confronting Ventiditis, the~ ·Cleopatra, then 
~-- .... .., 
Dolabe.lla; \ 
. . 
2) cieopatr·a sce .. nes-Cleop_atra with Octavia, then Alexas;p,then Dolabella; 
. 
<' I • 
.. 
· 3) then back to _Antony with Ventidi~s, · then Alexas, followed by the cli-
.,,;• 
.. ., ... 
macti·c c.onfrontation of Antony, Cleopatra, and Dola1:>e11~; 
'. ·9 





·4) fin.ally, Cleopatra wit~ Alexas,. Antony with Alexas, and Antony ~th 
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.Cleopatra-the grand ca·dence being ·c1eopatra_ ~i~h :h·e~, ~aids~·:···"·''Dry,d,e·.n 
J 0 • ' ' . . . ', . ' ' 
bowed to the plot-mindedness of his audience _by adding the gimmick of · . 
Dolab·ella.1s deliberate wooing· of Cleopatra. Restoration audiences loved 
, 
: \ /' ·~-1- . l . : ' . ' 
the complication of triangular love affairs; th~y probably ~thrilled to this 
.. 
I 
"sedqction scene" ~ven thoug-h it couldn't possibly be developed. 
•' ~ 
One of Shakespeare's scenes, however, is omitted in All for· Love·~ 
marriage, there would be a decorum problem. She couldn't very well 
' ' 
just cry quietly; .she would have to rag·e. ·And Antony, if wed during the 
course of All for Love, would also have met with some disapproval from 
Restoration audiences. _His marriage of expedience in Antony· and Cleo-~. 
patra is given within the context of a detailed rendering ·of his public 
life. T.hat political-military context is not developed in All for Love.· 
A marriage of convenience here would seem too much like crude oppor-
' 
tunism. s These ·c·ritical dictates play a not-so-small part in the con-
. JP 
struction of the events. · 
. \ 
. . 
The neatly ar.ranged confrontations are in reality rather talky dis-
... 
cu~s~ons of viewpoints, emotion~, and riv·al 'claims. Dryden. saw 
emotional tension as the equiyalent of form. 
- . _,. 






form, in a play, is not .•• so .. mu·ch one of plot,· of struc-ture 
of sce·nes, as of 0structu·re of emotions played off against 
each othero What is dramatic is not tension~ but change of 
tension·. Good~ structure is whe·re the emotions are well · 
·:woven, appropriately_ opposed~ and conducted to ,some · 
~ ' 
de.finite e·nd. With Dryden the end is nevere m Cl a fr.oz.en 
' . stari~g at fate, . • [p.o'r] ~ fatalistic· acfcept.ance of life' .•• 
... 
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[bu~ ratti,er, · a graciousne·ss·, a compens~ti~n for. the h~~d-
ne ss of existence. 1.0 .... · _, · ·· 1• • . ~ · . . • • · 
. .. ... ... . . 
. '
.. 
The balan·ce of emotions-their strength, va~iety, relation to each other-
gives the plot its symmetry. 
Also symmetrical is the way Dryden arranges· his ch·aracters in the. 
,_big scenes. . T~ Restoration love of order _and_ exactness is seen by 'the 
. - . ' '. ' . . ,.. . 
fact that sev~ral scenes have, a •ipictorially static'' l _l quality about them,· 
I . 
,,, / . : . 
: .. : ~--- ,' 
' 
. .• ' ~ 
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., 
l ', • 
·, 
·• 
' . ~ ' . 
. . 
' . 
almost as if they .. could.be pulled out of the fabric of the drama and _f.ramed. 
\ .. 
One of the most scenically spe·ctacular is ·the one .in which Octavia, flank-
' 
ed by Antony's little daughters, .t\grippina and Antonia, confronts Antony. 
It is a most balanced portrayal. Another is the tableau at the end: 
Antony dead on one throne; Charmion standing behin4 Cleop·atra as if 
dressing her h~ir; and Iras sunlc -down at her feet. (How unlike the hon- . 
rigid Cleopatra of Antony and Cleopatra,, who'is reclining.lµxu.:,;io~,sly at . ._,
1 
'· 
her ·death·,./!much as she did in her barge qn the Cydnus.) "The satis-
\ 
faction [Dryde~ offers his audience is that of an operatic exaltation and 
( 
release from actuality, a ballet-like completenes.s of patte.rn, and an 
elegantly styliZed decoruµi. " 12 Th'e resulting effect of th~s symmetry 
. . 
' ' . ., . 
and stasis is skillfully pinpointed by Dobree: 
A:p.d the quality which emerges is_ prettiness; his classi- .-
~ . 
cism does not pr.o~uce austerity, but, as in certain 
·_ architec_tural retu¢ns to the classics, the grace; the un-
expected charmj -the will to astonish agreeablyj of the 
,. . 
baroque .•. He had the ability to use solid masses in his · 
con·struction ••• -1_3- , . . ~ ... ,,, .· 
Much of the Pleasure gotten·from.Dryden is, therefore; .due to a-sense of 
'1' 
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the architectural const.r·uction. :,. In this respect All for Love, reflects 
·• . 
. . 
_ nicely the aesthetics of· the late seventeenth:cet?,tury.-
. ;,, ' ' . t.§ . ... . . .. _,__ • I 




. High quality workmanship reveals that Dryden was a· craftsman work-
ing from the ·outside _of his material. He fe'lt that Antony and Cleopatra 
C I •• 
lacked unity; he sought to unify his version by developing the external 
. " ' . 
actiori, particularly with regard to _the motivation ·of Alexas (whoQi Dr·y-. 
-
N-unified history and tragedy by using the first three acts to· draw th-e 
characters of Antony and Cleopatr/a and sketch far-reaching social and 
political issues, Dryden 
created a circumstantial 1:1nity which could have had 
· dramatic de-velopment only if Alexas had been a principal 
character; since that development w~s not present,, he 
~ crea~edo Ga a se.cond plot which is never more than an 
artificial husk around the essential drama of Antony 
and Cleopatra. l4 , · 
. The character of Alexas is draft~d -quite well-his isolation, his fear, 
' -
and his ''desire_ to protect himself at all costs, "-l~S but be certainly can't 
- .., " 
be expect_ed to make up for the lack of organic unity (in spite of ad-
herance, to ''the •nities") in All/for ~ove. · · ... 




. of ·dilemmas fo~_ Antony, each of these confronta~ions, . or ''persuas~on'' 
' 
·scene S produce S. a ·smalJ Crisis,_ ~llowing t_he dramatist _t9 disp.lay. ~motion .- ,r· 
' • • Crv· . 
pr portray a difficult ch·oice that ''must be made. This--was, in essence, 
<\ •. _' :- - - • \(:~ 
the formula that most Re.storation ·dramati~ts followed. A.:11 for Love ex'j 
,. 
' ' ' 
.emplifi-es their desire for-perfect'ion in_ design and _a "tidiness in ~he 
~ ... 
. . ' 
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..relation -of their scenes an·d a neat solution of the difficulties' in which ' 
:' ·~ . 
. . . they placed their main Character." l6 -Th·e kind of variety sought was un-
~ ~ , -· ' 
r 
,i ' . 
. 
. like the kind found in Elizabethan drama. 
. . 
va·riety in the Re.~storationq'.con-
'· 
I '. i 
' 
· · - sisted in 11.producihg as great a multiplicity of arrangements of. the pieces~· 
as was-,.compatib~e with..:: some degree of cons1.stency in their movement·s 
'· 
,,-..... 
. ·---·· ....... _, . and' the need for ar!iving at a particular final arrangement of them. ti 1.1. . . . . ---
' 11 
. . ~ ~-. ~- . .. 
- --~-- .... ,~,v,~----~--~~---.......... · -~~~~~~~-~~=---.ln.-.c.or.der .. to .... pull .. t.his .off_ o.n,,a .. l~:r.ge~ .. sc&l.e .... they."_had.~to"~~-s.ort._tQ.c .. C..O.ntr~iY.an~g.~--~---~~~ .. =~--~,,,- __ 
.. -- , .. 
j 
.. 
. . ' 1;;.·. ~ . 
-
:Besides devel~ping Alexas' and Dolabella' s characters, certain '' tricks'' 
/ in the plot had to be added. Ventidius had. to overhear Dolabella debat~ 
. "' 
.<' 
,. ... : .:,. . ·. 
. ing aloud witJ::i, himself between friendship and love, Ventidius had to quit 
his spying on Dblabella and Cleopatra too soon to understand the whole 
exchange, and· to return with Octavia just in time to again misunders,tand 
Dolabella's taking the hand of Cleopat;ra. This part of Act IV seems to 
turn in -qpon· itself -with a weak contrivance which can scarcely carry the 
. : ' 
weight of the succ~eding events. This is the stuff of heroic love-and-
honor tragedy and seems out of place in the drama pf thes.e -famous lovers. 
. . . 
The int~~nse focus of All for Love leaves one with a feeling of total, 
I ~ . 
dilemma and exhaustion. Each possible choice for Antony is doomed. 
--:, {jo 
Yet· it is not the fault of the unities that All for Love lacks the glory of · - <? 
" Antony and C leopat~a. - Th.e Greeks handled the· unities with magnificent 
. . 
. 
results. Drama demands conc·entra~ion; the crUK. of the issue is. what kind 
.. "· t • 
-··-
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seems to be·,~n.extravagarit, sprawling.·production, ·shakespear"e concen-




trated his material with powerful, if subtle, unifying factors. 
• ' • ii 
\ 
• 
,A. large part o~ the difference betyJe·e~ the two pl~ys ·_lie:·s· in the dis-"' 
/"' 
' 




·tinctive· concep.tio_hs that Shakespear,\ and· Dryden had of the tragic form • 
.. 
·-
The r_eal concern ef tragedy is 'what happens to man'; Dryden was more 
' -~ ~ . 
. 
-· --- .. ~ 
. concerned with what is actua-1-ly the subject of comedy-'what man is like. 1 
"-· . ./" 
= 
. . \ :t 
-~=,-c',.~~"-~-==="'=-- ·--- «- .:--· --~B"'llt~e ven-:~t-hi-s,-,-wa~~,.te·e-,·~br-aad-···arr·,·,area·~·for "··him·~·-fo·r,~·tl1erl~ · ·we-r·e · · c·e·rtain·"-·,-·-, ,--.. """~-~-
. I>- . 
" ._ --
., ' 
: .~ .. · .. ' . 
. "' 
;,: :· 
~ .. t ..... ,. . I: 
' '' 
elements in human nature that were not fit for the stage. The depth of 
emotion at the· end of Antony and Cleopatra would have been embarrassing 
for Restoration audiences. Great tragedy involves struggle, progress 
toward a turning point {when the inevitable is revealed), and fi-nal catas-
trophe. Antony in All for Love is past the point of struggle: ''he is ab- · 
I 
sorbed in -melancholy regrets over all that has bee,n lost ..• and succumbs 
to one influence after the other •.. the world is already lost.11 18 When 
,, ~ 
' ' ' 
. 
Antony in Antony and Cleopatra accepts his weakness at Actium (III •. viii). 
e . 
the turning point has been reached; the crisis for Antony in All for L·ove 
' ' 
. . is uncertain-is it pe~haps at the ·end of Act IV., or in Act V when Cl~o- "·· 
patr.a proves t~at Alexas lied without her orders? ·. ~ ......... 
. ~ ...... ' ' 
. The issue in Shii~e-speare 1 s play is a lot simpler, and tp.ere.jn lies 
It.·-' , , t ~ its gr~atn7ss. Dryden may be selective and economic,· bal.anc;:ed and .. 
J 
'"unified, but the g~rm. 0~ his tragedy wasrfjn the circumstances, not the 
____ ,___ 
. 
.. ,,, ~ inne~~ conditions of the characters (making ·All . .,.for Love a more sensa-
r 
tional work). pryderi structures his drama out 9£ the emot~ons as· such, 
·,. 
.. , 
' • . I . 
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. . . ' 
~ath~r than· the meaning behind. the0 emotio_ns. Shakespeare -may viol~te -
. . " ' ' . 
',. 
-strucfu-ral laws of unity, but he produ~ .. es :a high degree __ :of _dramatic 
-. ~.) ·,' 
rhythm and vitality. · He gets ··to the he art of tragedy in spite of a buge 
c.ast of characters and an episodic design. He may lack the dramatic 
··-
tension so .much a_ part of baroque~ taste, but he is able~ without a series· 
of "confrontations, 11 t~ create living characters. Why Shakespeare's - · \ ·· ·; 
:~-~-.... ----._ ·' ... ~" ",--.......-..-. --· '_ ~""'--...-~.-.----e~ha,r-ae-te·r s-· a-re~ -m-o-r-e,---mem-0-P.a-~l-&---i-adividaa-ls--cth.-an--D:ryde-n-ts ... -,i--S:--t-he- --s:ae-je-Gt~c .. :_:__.,. .......,._ . ' ' 
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· · .Chapter_ 4 · . C:.b.ar acte r 
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, 
Being the .publi~ servant :and good "all-around'' rpan that he was-, 
·-John Dryden sought to give his audience the kind of drama it wanted. 
Since different ages have differe·nt needs·he knew that he would have to 
, 
. infuse _Shakespeare's work with the sense of the new age. A lot can- be 
understood.about All for Love when one thinks seriously about George 
'. " 
' ' - . . .. , .... ,.. .... -·-·-·-······,·----·--·---·-·--- . ' - .... ,~ ... .. - - --- .·----. --··· .\ ~----~----·r··---·----~--····-·-----·--··•··,=--,._~~-~----····-· ···--· ____________ ....,... __ _,..,..._~~~,,__,........,,_.,,.._,, ......... -· ~ -
Saintsbury's description of Dryden: "No Engli~hman of letters was ever 
more thoroughly susceptible to the s_pirit_ and influence of his time.,, -i 
·-... 
Audiences accustomed to love-and-honor tragedy had had their sensi-
tivities dulled to subtle character portrayal; Dryden bowed to their need 
·for simplified, unde.rstandable characters with simplified, understandable 
All for Love was a popular ·play. 2 The only trouble is that • passions. 
true romantic genius doesn't spi-ing~rom simplification of passion, but 
. I 
from richness and complexity of pass_ion. But before pursuiig the nature 




. We spoke in Chapt~r One of decorum as one of the important 
. aestheti.c principles in Elizabethan taste. Practically, this means that / 
all per:sons should speak ''in char~cter''-one of Shakespeare's particular 
~ ' 
f~culties. ''But he poss"e·s~ed it, not through a ·~ysterious power of un-
tutored genius, but because h·e accepted._a, principle which every m''an of 
"'I-, 
his ·time accepted as reasonable, and because the range of his imag1:nation 
' • I 
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• . . . 4 • " . • . 3 
· men and women: of ever·y -rank in society ~ould speak and act." . · Order 
.. 
in ·society_ me:re_ly reflected the order of God's world. It was ·natural that 
a H.enry VIII, a Juliet, and a Dogberry speak entirely differently. Shake-
. . 
speare had ·a superior ability for c<:tpturing the speech idiosyncrasies of 
' 
his characters. 
Admiring individuality, the Elizabethans .. liked to have their ch-ar~ 
~ it. ' 
· the background, sharp ana distinct. 
".·· 
There is a three -dimensional quality 
"' 
abo"Q.t the people in tap-estries and miniatures not unlike, I believe, the 
three-dimensional quality of Antony and C·leopatra. All other characters 
-· 
re~ede from the foreground; the tragedy of Antony and Cleopatra is e,n-
. ' 
~. acted for the whole world to see, almost as if the lovers were on stage 
-~ . 
under the lights and the other characters were the audience. 
A more rigid way of looking at character is through the decorum-
of-types. Character-types could be found in the medieval narrative; . 
here characters mere·ly fulfilled a functional role, such as prince charm-
.,.. 
ing, braggart-·soldier, vain wife., dark'"~illain, ·etc. Although these_-appear 
in· Elizabethan drama, ''the total impression is more of an:· active and 
individu~l,life, sometimes_sho~ing itself in.momentary flashes~ some~ 
. . 
... 
--times sustaining a whole character·, tha:n of~ gallery of consistent.~nd ·~ 
' ' 
- . 
typical portraits. 114 Lat~r in the seventeenth century, character-types 
.. ,., 
h~d less of the light-, improvisationaI,flair of the Elizabethan taste, and 
. ' 
,, 
" more of an unyielding definition of character in whic~ the person hadn't 
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. Dryden defends himself ·against t~e French, who would not ''have suffered · · 
·, ,· ) ., ' ,. ~ 
Cleopatra and Octavia to have met..; or, if they had met, there must ~ave 
7· 
only: pas~ed _betwixt them some ·cold civilitie~, but no eag~,rness· of rep-
• .. 
artee, for fear of offe·nding against the greatness of their characters, 
Joy, 
and "the modesty of their sex. 11 5 The haughty, deceived wife-type was 
patra may not shun the- encounte:t:' with Octavia, but to what extent is she 
the feminine spitfire that Shakespeare's Cleopatra is? 
Shakespeare's Cleopatra overwhelms one with the stateliness and 
ceremony· so much, it will be recalled, a part ~f the Eliza.bethan culture. 
Her retinue,. her barge, her personal aura are all indicators of a super~ 
being. Whatever Cleopatra does is high theatre. Ancl ye~ she is the most 
human of beings. Shakespeare achieves this feat with a thousand tou~hes 
t:r1aking up her "infinite variety.'' Wavering between the wanton, the 
~ 
chole·ric, and the queenly, Cleopatra seems to be a culmination of 
( 
. 
feminine characteristics. It wouldn't surprise me i( Shakespeare's 
.<:;leopatra was a Gemini: one moment she is a sweet, melting female, the 
n~xt _she ·is a Gypsy with a firy wit .. g. "Royal wench'' (II. ii. 226). Humor 




drama. Lucie Simpson feels that Cleopatr_a1s chicanery, cupidity, and 
. . -
craft ·had their basis 'in fear, the threat ·pf losing what wa·s ''dearer than 
'· 
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,JI 
. . . 
this' was the love that" w·a.s worth dying fo_r. -~··.. . . . 
-
For all he'r coy char~ and inconsistency, Cleopatra co"Q.veys a 
sense of vitality and integrity that.defies analysis. She is a woman with 
a purpose; a dynamic rather than a· stat1.c figtire. She ·has such a stro~g 
sense of self, of wholeness, that her ''transformation,'' or ''transmuta- . 
..... · 











The Elizabethan ability to be a detached self-observer played a large part 
in the ·quality of great tragic characters; it was "the power to see them-
selves playing a,part which is evident throughout thei~ lives[italics min~, 
~n4 especia_lly perhaps in those·great death-scenes whi~h were carefully 
' 
rehearsed, and publically· presented." 7 This ''playing a part'' is not the 
same thing as dissembling. Quite the contrary, Shakespeare's Cleopatra 
.,,_ 
has a self-awareness that is awe-inspiring. One feels that she has 
~· 
reached a level of creative consciousness where one can transcend (not 
transform) oneself. Cleopatra knows· what she is doing; she is not acting 
- ' 
in -a rash or extreme fashion, as. one suspects with Dryden's Cleopatra. 
T) 
. 
· ·_bite. Shakespeare's asps_are applied to the breast and.the arm; Dry-
~ 
-
·den's aspic i·~ applied to_ .. a hesitant arm' which is then shown blo9died. S 
- I - --~ 
In Antony and Cleopatra, Cleopatra'·s death reveals all the previous fa~ets 
' . . 
· of her character, and we .see that behind them all f quintessential 
emotio"Q., profound and pure, free from all other desires. 
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... · ... - ,Shakespeare's clown in the final scene de.serves ~special comment. 
. 





Wh.at plac_e has humor in t~agedy? the. critics deman~, forgetting that if 
- - - ·-- -- -· --- - ' -- - --. - -- .-
..... --- --,--·----~ -- . - - - ' . 
---~-~-- ----- . ·, . - ... ' 
': '-- - _. -
··--···---· - ~-,- --- ~-· ~--~-. ~ 
ti . 
" 
.. . the two cannot be combined, man}" serious works, suc·h as War and 
. ,, . 4 
' Peace, Hamlet, Macbeth,• The Inferno, must be Purged or rejected. 9 
-
.,. 
..... :._. .. 
.. 
. 
. The clown's comic ·exchange with Cleopatra is a life-like mixture of 
. •. .. . 
. . I' . 
gri~f qualitfu.d by.mirth. T. S. Eliot says that it is not comic relief, -~-·--··----- ------
. ~ 
-






,:;::--. .... ... :-·-,, 
, 
d 
makes the horror more real by transposing it for a moment from the 
q 
•. 10 - ,. · 
sublime to the common~' Antony and Cleopatra 1s a rat~et unusual 
tragedy. A mature love tragedy, it has none of the sense of waste of the 
other tragedies (such as Romeo and Juliet),. The clown can wish Cleo--
patra "joy of the worm" because her "immortal longings'' constitute ~n 
- etnb-race, not a looking back in woe: "Husband, I come:/ No.w to that 
~ 
mane,. my courage pro~e my title!/ I am fire, and \air; my other ele-
ments/ I give to baser life" (V. ii. 286-289). 11 There is tio sense of un-
ftllfillm~nt or. suffocation here. Restoration tragedy suffered[ .. from a / 
sense of weariness and lost much of the spirit 'of Shakespeare·an tragedy . 
· P~r~aps their fa-ith in -mank~nd was beginning to fade. Una Ellis-
j ¢"' . 
I 
, Fermor feels that ''beyonp Antony and Cleopatra there is ••. no step 
.. -
further for tragedy to go. 11 l2 
C 
0 
• " _J' t 
In All for Love Cleopatra[~(passion has worn her out. Her emo-
. t 
. ,, r 
,tions are m,ore ·within the range of o'lidinary experience. _ Hazelton Spencer 
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..... :·:been ded.icated .t.o tne. gre .. at ·principle of co~sistency. Antony is the 
,. . . 
merest sentimentalist; Cleopatra .••• the complex human being, with her 
. infinite variety, -gi~;;s place t~ ~ 0lay ngl.lre ~f Woman ill L~~~:-~,'1 3 ~. Les-s 
of a h(?yden, Dryden's Cleopatra doesn·•t' play the mating game with quite 
the same.spirit and originality as Shakespeare's Cleopat.ra. T .. he fatal 
·. lie ifi ·the last act is eritirely Alex-aJ; 1 doing,· not· a m"essage from Cleo-
;; 
/ 
· internal conflict: 
... ,t:" ·. 
.. 
•• '. nor does sh:e offer that Racinian struggle between 
passion and reason by which Racine abstracted his dramas 
out of the formalistic prison of dramatic justice in which 
the critics were trying to bind the French theatre and into. 
the realm of pure psychological ethicso The tragic issue 
he [brydenJ re_duced to the ~purely form~! moral one of 
. ~ 
her illicit relation to Antony. Dryden did not .conceive 
of her as a passional cha~·cter, in the sort in which a 
man was soct All that interested him in her was her -
capacity for loving in such a way as to make her, in. 
happy circumstancesj ~J1e final complem~nt of the active 
and intellectual sides of man's nature. 14 
But the character who suffers the most through adaptation is 
,. . 
Antony. As previously mentioneq., the unity of time gives us a new 
. ·" 
Antony; we a:re never· given a chance to admire him .. All for Love is 
' based on the claustrophobia of his last hours·; we never see him with .his 
. friends,· at war,. negotiating with Lepidus, nor in _any aspect · of his lif.e 
• 
,' 
away f ram Cleopatra • In Antony and -C ~eopatra we get to see Antony's 
. / l 
~ 
. -





sive, devoted, and -powerful ruler. There was only one effective· way to 
I'· \ . 
-
. do this, as Ridle·y .po __ ~nts ,out: 
. rt" • 
__ .3::,~ ..... ~·:" ... ··-· 
, . 
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··The spectacle of a man of at least consi~er·able qualities 
wasting them in an ·infatuation is not ;an ennobling spectacle, 
· certainly not a tragic one o If this subject is ~o be lifted -to 
._.... --· . ~;·' 
. . . ... 
.. 
56 · 
__ ' ~--"-~~~------·---~ __ any sort of greatne~.~~t1-~,9rn~thin.gmu$t be ~dded toit,_a.nd 
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could be met (and whicl,l Dryden missed realizing) by giving 
to Antony a greatness other than that of his character.t We 
must be made to feel him as a man whose fate ·matters to 
the world,() o owe must-not-:only be told that he is, the triple 
pillar of the world, we must see him so, or we care little 
whether or not he is .transformed into a strumpet's fool ... 15 · 
·the outset, is wasted and beaten and has lost the ability to control his 
, existence. Antony. says, ''my whole life/ Has been a golden dream of 
1 d f . d h. " (V -· 240-41). 16 ave an r1en s 1p . He really doesn't know- what he 
1"'ants, nor who ,he is. His "distracted soul" is therefor~ victimized by 
() 
all who vie for his loyalty. 
· Dryden achieves a great deal of old-style theatricality with his / 
_ Antony, whose unstable emotionalism gives way in Act I to unreal ges-
7ture. I am referring to that hopelessly sentimental grief scene in which 
. " 
our very first glimpse of Antony must witness him prostrating __ himself. 
Ant.any broods,- soft music plays, Ventidius weeps. The love-sick 
. ~ 





Of all forsaken and forsaking all;. 
. 'I... . 
Live in a shady forest's sylvan sc.ene; . 
Stretched a~ my length beneath some ~blasted oak, 
I lean my head upon the mossy bark, · 
. And look just of a piece. as I grew from ~it: 
My uncom~ed. locks, matted like mistletoe~ 
. 
. 
Hang o'e·r my hoary f~ce; a murm 1ring brook, 
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This clichl-ridden effusion indic_ates how far· gone An.tony, is and how· far 
Dryden would go to cater to the sentime-ntalit.y of hi.s .~udience. · Ventidius 
{who has retained- little ot.-Eno]:>arbus·1 comradely g~~d humor) ~cts as 
commentator with his bathetic "Oh my soul,/ 1Tis-mournf~l, Wondrous 
. . . 
\ 
mournful!" (I. 236-237) It is hard to imagine actors actually playing 
t~is scene straight! 
develop real passion on stage would have gone beyond the. limits of what 
. ' . 
could be portrayed; besides, ''emotion seemed an entity as measurable 
as water-power.11 17 Passion had become very distinct from re;son or 
judgment. "He does not ..• imitate the main texture of Shakespeare's 
plays in which the mind is thinking, feeling,. acting in one. He can catch 
.( 
l 
only overt sentiment, or passion after it has overmastered reason. ,,·is 
Alexas comments ''Poor reason! What a wretched aid art thou!" 
· (V. 160) · The tendency to split the human being up into compartments 
has carried over-in fact, increased--in the modern age. Reason, will, 
and emotions can be talked about separately, but for an integrated person-
ality (like Shakespeare's Cleopatr,a) they all work together. 
' . -
All for Love i~ a sense miss.es the ·very point that Shakesp~a.re was 
·.,;-
. , . 
...... 
/ making in Antony and Cleopatra. Dryden's Preface informs us that he 
(along with many others) will t;ry his hand at imitating.Shakespeare: 
. I doubt not but the same motive has prevailed with all of. 
us in this attempt; I mean the excellency of the moral: 
For thechief pe;rsons represented, were famous patterns 
.. J' 
:·. ·7 ., .... i "' .. 
' . .. .. •. 
. ' 11, .' 
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of uµ.lawful loy.e; and their end accordingly was unfortunate. 
-.·T_hat which is wanting to work up the pity to a gre.ater _ 
height, was not afforded me ~y the story; for the- crimes 
of love, . which they both committedj were not occ<;1sioned 
-. by any necessity, or fatal ignor_ance, but were· wholly 
· vdluntary; since our pass:ions are, or ought to be, within 
. · our pow~ r. 19 , . " 
''Ought to be,'' yes,_ but. the p.assions. of Antony and Cleopatra were not 




between Antony and Cleopatra involved their whole beings so totally that 
' 
they needed nothing else for their selves to feel complete. Their love 
illustr·ates what Rollo May descri}:>es as ''the power of sexual love to 
seize man and woman and lift them up into .a whirlwind which defies and 
/ 
destroys -rational control. 1120 They desired what they· desired. That was 
,-
not within their power. Trying to control a magnetism so force.ful, as 
they did try, is like trying to stop time .. - William Everett calls the in-
r-
-fluence of Cleopatra on Antony ''like the- loadstone mountain, which pulls 
-· . 
all the .iron from his blood. ,, 21 Theirs is the love which transports the 
·-. 
lovers into the world of both ecstasy and~destruction. · 
Furthe.rmore, I would say to John Dryden; What is _"unlawful 





standard? The new Puritan influence certainly made itself _felt ·in .. Re·s- - ,-
-
toration t~~gedy. How -can _Dryden explain his own heroine's vol~ntary 
. suicide-he~r l:ife .given for her \"love -if her passion for Antony was 
-- • ~ - ...... ' • r 
I 
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write so bep.utifully about Cleopatra•''s death and rea·11y·think that it was 
- . - .· 
. 
a punishment for going beryo.nd a moral code. His Preface, one cannot_ ~ 
help but think, was written more as an apology to his critics- than a true. 
. . 
preface to his work. Yet in a very fundamental way,_ the event of 30 B. c.· 
- . ,, 
cannot be nicely explained by an English poe't laureate· 1700 years later . 
Shake.speare·was.able to show it better, p·erhaps, by n·ot trying to~explain 
.... 
' .. ' ~ .. : .. 
r·'·-·· - ---:·--




.. -- _,...:.. : 
. ·' 
.. 
l. . ' 
ventional answer~ to the question of man and his destip.y. The more like 
. 
. 
life (veris·imilitude) is the reproduction, the· more difficult it is to fathom. d> 
\ 
Many have felt that\Antony and Cleopatra were merely indulging, 
their sensual desires until death transformed these degrading appetites __ _ 
into love. Again, I think, this interpretation t!,lisses the point. -The 
kind of love that Shake·speare felt was Antony and Cleopatra's is very 
lucidly described by Ridley: 
. .., 
Since, unless" we suffer .from a kind of moral myopia, 
we are little troubled as we read, and even less as we see, 
by questions of '\vorthiness or unworthines,s, still less of 





. world in which such disputes seem to lose their meaning. 
Admittedly it is far from the noblest kind of world, as the 
two main figures are far from human nature at its noblest. 
But, being what the,y are, they are by their mutual passion 
l1fted-to th~ highest pitch to which they are capable of· 
soaring~·>- It is merest fatuity of moralizing to deny the 
name of "love" to their passion~ and write it off a ''mere 
lusto vv No doubt it is not the highest kind of love; it is 
complete_ly an e'goisme a deuxj and has no power to in- · 
---=-==-- . •, 
spire to anything outside itself; but it has in it s-omething 
that should be an element in the highest kind of love;· and 
at least it is the passion of human beings a11:d not. of animals, 
of the spirit as well as of/)the body. It was not by_her beaut·y 
. I ,·... . -~: 
.,; .. 
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(of whi.ch by all .accounts the gods· had not ·been lavish) 
but by her superb vitality that Cleopatra took A!ltony cap-
tive and held him. 22 
. It is this'passion II wb,ich elevates and molds their desire. Their love is 
complete love; not love at a distance, .like the ideal love of Dante for 
\ 
Beatrice, but actual, realized love. Even though this means death, they 
' . ~ 
.. 
--·-... -,·-···." __ ,,., ..... -are not ~fraid'to give themselves . For those w·ho feel ·all this is unfair 
. ; 
r,. 
~ \ . • .f 
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foil to Cleopatra's great love. When viewed honestly, Octavia can com-
. · mand no sympathy-she can take care of herself splendidly. Dryden 
" needn't have worried. as much as he did about our feeling sorry for her.·· 
_Neither is it "lust" we are dealing with in All for Love. Cleopatra 
~ses less sensuality here than in Antony and Cleopatra; she uses sophis-
.:>'. 
;_ ... - :-: 
I .. 





-~ -i .. 
-- .•· .... 
· ,. 'twill please my lord 
To ruin me, and therefore I'll be guilty. 
But could I once have thought it Would have pleased 
you 
That you would pry ·with narrow·searching eyes 
Into my faults, sever~ to· my destruction, 
• • • • 
•••• 
"" 
Though I deserve the usage, 
Was it like you to give it? {II. 395-404) 
~,~, but I betrayed _you not. / · 
I fled, but not to the enemy. 'Twas fear; , 
·. Would I had been a rnanj not to have feared! 
For none would then have envied;;_ 1rne your friendship, 
' •,J 
W~o envy me your love. (II. 4.46-451) -
'· . 
. ' 
. · But Caesar first, 
,rJ 
.Yo:u .say, posses.sed my. love •.. Not so, my lord: 
. . -
. He first possessed my person, you, my love: 
Caesar loved me; but I loved Antony. (II. 420-424) 
,. 
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' 
Dryden's Cleopatra is not a plotter;_ s~e is simply in love_. But because 
~ ·. . , " . 
this love ·is beyond reason, she can't ,see··th.e implications of their situa-
'" . 
·,· 
tion~ Yet the -real moral of All for Love is not ·• 1the punishment of lovers 
who fail to control their passions, l;>ut the tragic limitati,ons imp~osed by· 
. )J 
human existence on t.he infinite aspirations of heroic passion. 1123 This 
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Dryden's characters don't have the.·sharpness_ and brilliancy that 
Shakespeare's have. In many ways Dryden's very aim-to imitate-
• 
Shakespeare--prevented his complete success, "since the very act of 
.. 
imitation inhibits the evolution of char,stcter within the terms of the 
creator. He followed his own intuitions in developing Alexas, Ventidius, 
. 
and Serapion, but "the wish to imit~ate Shakespeare's passions prevented 
Dryden from the free development of Antony's character in his own 
' 5 
terms. ,,Z The prerequisite for genuine artistic ~reation is complete 
freedom; lack of success is directly proportional to the degree to which 
o~e copies another. The freedom Dryden took wit~ Dolabella. gave rise 
I 






~Men are- but children of a larger growth; 
. 
. 
_ Our appetites as apt to change as theirs, 
And full as craving, too, and full as vain; 
And ·yet the soul~ shut up· in h.er dark room, 
Viewing so clear abroad, at home sees nothing; -
But-,_- ·tike a mole· in earth, busy ap.d blind, .. I' 
Works all her folly up and casts it-outward-
-" To the world8 s open view: thus I discovered 
_And blamed the love of r-uined Antony, 
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Dryden's more Shakespearean s_pirit ·seemed to grow best where 
he did. ~ot try to follow Shakespea~e too closely: 
·• I 
There are many su~h 
, 
linguistic excelle·nces 
' ' ' 
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~ Notes - Chapter 4 · ., 
\, .. 
. . 
1G. Saintsbll.iy, John Dryden, in-·the se:ries, English Men Of 
' Letters, ed. John Morley (New York, 1926), p.103.· · · · ---
2Thro.ughout the seventeenth and eighteenth cen~uries All _for Lov~ 
. , 
was produced frequently. In their Introduction to Four Great Restoration 
Plays, (New York~ I963)j PPoXXV=Xxvi, Lewis Bo Wright and Virginia A._ 
La Mar note that in addition to the 1677 showing at Drury·Lane, Dryden's 
play ha¢l 11umer:ou·s revivalso One was a remarkable performance at St. 
James 8·Palace in 1104 with Thomas Betterton and Elizabeth Barry in the 
' 
;· , . .,. ... , 
.. 
.. 
'1="'"-,"--leadin·g--role·s·· -and· Anne·· ·B-rac-e·girdle -as Octavia~-~'-Later,-··Peg··-·Woffingt·onc:··-,-m,,~.,__ .. ___ .. ,_.c __ ,. ~-:·,~ 
...... _ 
.. -I\ 
.,. I) f•. 
.. -
\ 
. . I; 
was famous for her version.of Cleopatra . 
. ' 
3~uxton, Elizabethan Taste, p. 23. 
. , 
4ooran, Endeavors of Art, p. 346. Miss Doran distinguishes 
--==--- /. - ,,..,. Shakespeare as being different~from his contemporaries in degree, not 
. in kind; ''he is more often able to sustain his conceptions, more able to 
make one character seem of a piece (without resorting to repeated tricks 
of phrase or mannerism), more able to endow all the characters of a play 
with life, and ... make them work together functionally.'' (p. 347) 
5Dryden, Preface, p. 307. Dryden pokes fun at French decorum in 
Racine's ''Hippolitus ~ho iif so scrupulous in pt>int of decency, that he 
will rather expose himself to death~ than accuse his step=mother to his 
fathero o o ; this excess of generosity is not practicable~ but with fools and 
madmeno" (po 309) Yet it is not the French that make Hippolitus act so. 
If Dryden had read Euripides' first version of Hippolytos he would have 
· noted that Hippolytos does not defend him self, probably because of a 
promise made to Phaidrao Dryden°s· attack on French decorum thus 
carries no weight in this instance. , · 
6~ucie Simpson, ''Shakespeare's C::le~patra, '' F~rtnightly Review, 
CXXIII, (March 1, 1928), p. 334. 
7Buxton, pp. 113-114. ·, 
81£ one were writing a. Road to Xanadu on Shakespeare, t~e po·-rtrait 
of Queen Elizabe'th at·Hatfield Hou5e, Herfordshire, wou_ld be noteworthy . 
· Could Shakespeare have seen this picture 
\ 
in whiGh the Queen holds a rainbow in ·her .right hand, 
above which is the motto, Nee Sine Sole Iris .•• ; the rain-
.. ~ . 
• [JJ 
,• 
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' 
. b_ow implies a storm~ but it, also implies· the sunshine, · and 
·traditionally bears the promise of r~lenting power(; ••. The 
spotted snake embroidered upon the ·Queen8s left sleeve 
' ' 
probably signified wisdom, and the cloak patterned. with 
eyes and earso e C, may refer to individual courtiers .•• '' 
. {Buxton, pp. 117 -118) 
, 
. 
Although I am aware of Shakespeare's us_e of classical sources, the last 
scene in Antony an,d Cleopatra may have had a symbolic weight for the 
Elizabethan viewer that it do·e·s not have for us. 
.• _; • y ~· •• ·- • . . • " • ' 
<' 
•• ' 1 ' 
. -··· 
- ·-·-"------- -· ·. --~, --·- .- ........ 
lOT. S. Eliot, John Dryden: The Poet, The Dramatist, The Critic, 
(New York, 1932), p.61. 
11M. R. Ridley, ed. The Arden E.dition of the Works of William 
Shakesp~,are (Cambridge, Mass., 1956), p.229. Hereaffer, references 
t.o Antony and Cleopatra refer to this edition. 
12y. M. Ellis-Fermor, The Jacobean Drama (London, 1936)~ p .. 268_. 
13Hazelton Spencer·, Shakespeare Improved: The Restoration Ver-
·sions In Quarto and on the Stage (Cambridge, Mass., 1927), p. 220. 
---- ------
14Ruth Wallerstein, ''Dryden and.the Analysis of Shakespeare's 
· Techniques,'' pp. 179-180. T'wentieth century viewers concerned with 
women's liberation would tak.e a dim view of Drydenns conception of the 
female role. They would,be much more enthusiastic with Shakespeare's 
characterization" It is amazing that a man who had a wife faraway and a 
'' squeaky boy'' for his Cleopatra, could have conceived 9f such a totally 
realized female. 
l5Ridley, Introdu~tion to A'utony 1and Cleopatra, p. 50. 
$.} 
16Louis B. Wright and Virginia A. La Mar, eds. Four Great 
Restoration Plays (New York,_ 1963), p. 236. All further references to 
· the text of All for Love (excluding the P'reface) are_ from this edition. \ 
. . 
·· 
17wallerstein~ p. 166. Miss Wallerstein cites the incongruous .mix;-
' , ... 
. ' . 
. ' 
. , - .. ing of Shakespearefln sources Dryden used for the grief s.cene. H·e 
. selected from Othello, Richard II, Twelfth Night, and As You Like It. · 
{See pp. 171-172 of this article)- · \ 
-
, 
18 . ., 
. Ibid., p.\173. 
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C. S. Lewis .called John Dryde·n. ''·the most conscious of writers." 1 ·. 




many classics just to see if he could improve the poetry. The language 
of Shakespeare must of necessity be altered· in the succeeding ages, hf 
said-, "but it is almost a mi-racle that much of his language remains so 
•, ·,.-· .. ·• _.,,.,,,,,·,-·-·-,.--. ·-•n•·-~,.,,- ·~ ., .•-•···-.,-.. •' ··- ,. •.. -,··~.-~,---,-.- • .,._ ,., ~-•'".· 
pure.,. 112 Yet where Dryden adapted passages directly from Shakespeare, 
he 'cleaned up' the poetry, rendering it general~y less involved and mqre 
. 
re strained. ,, . 
The seventeenth-century favore¢1. a 'plain' style in their prose and 
\... 
poetry. They liked clear, natural sentences, close to .the way language 
was actually spoken. 'Plain' style did not simply signify unadorned, but 
meant lucid and well-defined. 3 Being ''more aware of disintegration than 
of com·prehensive harmony, 114 this age of science and reason appreciated 
~,..... .... 
· the kind of poetry that had a preciseness and an apparently· artless 
strength.ab~:ut it. Such a style· was Dryden's-.·· 
.. 
George Williamson, in Seventeenth Century Contexts, says that 
'' statement sums up the age from Hobbes on-it epitomizes the insistence 
on the reference of words to t~ings and their equivalence, or denotation.'' 5 
• 
-The ··classical ·qualities of language answered this need pe·rfectly. 
J. 
' .. 
Williams·an also fee~s that Mark ·Van Doren' s criticism of Dryden is just: 
I 
"Dryden was most at home when he was making statements. His poetry 
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transforming passion. 116 Again, I feel it iS a matter of taste Whether 
. . 
one prefers D-:ryden's or S·hakespeare's verse. Classical ·taste ·pr·e- _ 
. . 
·" 
£erred poetr·y propelled by "co~piling judicial p_hras.es rather than by 
. -
' 
any swelling, tidal movement toward a climax''; or, "a 5-uccession of 
~ G 
,._ 
well-considered but forceful counterstatements, which pTogress to a 
. decision_." 7 ... 
. ... 
, .. , 
(rather than of feeling) to good use. His style ·was well-suited to his 
,_ 
conception of·Cleopatra. Her tenderness and simplicity are vividly 
'\ 
realized at the close of Act IV. When Antony accuses her of duplicity 
~ . 
with Dolabella, she answers: 
I could not counterfeit. 
In spite of all the dams, my love broke o'er 
- And drowned my heart again. Fate took th'occasion; 
And thus one minute's feigning has destroyed 
My whole life's truth. (IV. 630-634) 
Her last speech in this scene: 
Jr) . 
How I have loved, you know; ·how yet I love, 
"' 
· My only comfort is, I know myself; 
I • 
I love you more, ev'n now you are unkind, 
Than when you· 1oved me most: So well, so truly,. 
I'll never strive against it but die pleased 
To think you··once were mine. (IV. 705-710) 
·""· 
This is quite apart from and ·independent of anything in Shakespe'are. 
•· 
\'j" 
The language and~--characterization harmonize agreeably. Although it 
. 
. " 
i-s-- an emotional scene, the,· language maintains a tight c'ontrol-not .. ' 
• • ii'.,,.. 
~---- • 
always·managed in some scenes we will look at in a moment. A tense 
" 
- - ~ .-l. } 
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sc·ene in Shakespeare may be treated with a flight of verbal ornamen·t, 
or maybe a series of puns....:..any device which ~ould focus ~ur attention 
. ___ ... 
. , 
"1ll 
- r· ' 
\ ( 
. ' . 
in a more concentrated way. 8 Very inten·se feelings _were often expressed 
by a partial breakdown in language. {How unlike Racine's heroes who, in 
·the grjp of passion,. still speak pe_rfectly~ordered c.ouple~!_J) 
~ .. 
. . .... 
To be fair to Dryden we. must .. keep in mind 1·hat he ·was ·writing in -· . -- . --- ... ---- --· .- - ---
. , 
here he was experimenting with blank verse. He said, ''I have professed 
~ 
to imit~te the divine Shakespeare; which that I might perform more freely, 
I have disincumbered myself from rhyme. Not that I c.ondemn my former· 
way, but that this is more proper to my present purpose. "9-- But the in-
fluence of his former practice is at times present in All for Love. He 
takes breath more obviously and his verse hasn't the same rapid move-
ment as Shakespeare's. The quality is less flexible;· static rather than 
dynarrii~. Dryden was incapable of that great and subtle variety of 
rhyt~m, · of all those undertones and modulations which are the gift of 
Shakespeare alone. 1110 To gain classical control, Dryden tightened up 
his verse and d_enied himself-.the bro~d sweep of Shakespeare's verse. 
\.. 
' 
His. dying Antotiy~1tsays: 
f 
. r-. 
'Tis as with a man 
" . 
~ . 
Removing in a hurry; all packed up 
But one dear jewel that his haste forgot; 
And he, for that, returns upon the spur: 
So I come back for,r thee. (V. 431-435) 
r 
ct,? • This one kiss---more worth 
Th~n all I leave t-o Caesar. (V. 473-474)· ,, 
r- . .~ ... 
·"'l . 
-~ 
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· ·oood, but it is not Shakespeare's,· "I am d;tlig, Egypt, dying; only/I .. 
I • 
here importune death awhile, until/ Of··many thousand kisses, the.,p.oor 
last/ I lay upon they lips" (IV. xv. 18-Z 1). ••• <I Dryden's Cleopatra speaks. 
~. 
' 
of dying· as being lost and insensitive. Her last words mention Caesar. 
" \J'':._ 
: · In All for. Love she says:. 
.,. 
. . . A heavy· numbness creeps throug.h every limb, 
~ And now 'tis at my head: my eyelids fall; 










Where shall I find him, where? 0 turn me to him, 
And lay me on his breast! --Caesar, thy worst; 
<P Now pa;rt us, if thou canst . 
But Shakespear~'s Cleopatra says: 
Peace, peace! 
Dost thou not see my baby at my breast, 
That sucks the nu·rse asleep? 
•••• 
As sweet as balm, as soft as air, as gentle. 
0 Antony! (V.ii. 308-311) 
Shakespeare devoted a whole,,act to the end of Cleopatra's life; Dryden's 
lady has only a few pages. Perhaps Dryden felt he c·ould not s,ustain the 
m<;>mentum for so long; or perhaps he realized that a swift, shocking 
finale would appeal more to hi.s audience's taste. 
.... 
The influence of the heroic drama was powerful in· All for Love. 
· get a more operatic experience-indeed, one could turn Dryden's play 
We 
. '~-'i' '1 
into an· opera libretto· much more easily than Shakespeare's. Verbal 
. . ' 
''exercises11 (better known as ''purple- passages'') of the h~roic strain 
I 
--creep into Anto~y's speeches: 
t1· I would ·have fought by land,· where I was stronger; 
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. Forso_ok me fighting; and (0 stain to honor! 
G>. lasting sharrie ! ) I knew not that I fled, 
· But fled to follow you. (II. 368-372) 
... 
·and 
Suppose me come from the Phlegraean plains, 
·Where gasping giants lay, cleft-by my sword, 
And mountaintops pared off each other blow, 
To bury those I slew. Receive _me, goddess! 




stand is the familiar ''Cydnus passage." Many have said that while 
Dryden's is good dramatic poetry, the passage is sadly reduced fro~ 
Shakespeare's text. Hazelton Spencer writes th.at Dryden's version 
-
"lacks Shakespeare's sense of fact; tlie odorous, the atmospheric, are 
beyond his scope. 1111 . A substantial difference between the two rendi-
tions is the speaker. In Antony and Cleopatra the usually blunt Eno-
\ 
barbus is exaggerating and coloring the scene he· has witnessed for the 
· benefit of 'Caesar's friends; in All for Love Antony is fondly reminiscing. 
This distinction cannot be overlooked in. evaluating the pas.sages. The 
. 
general t~xture of Antony and Cleopatra is much more de.eply poetic-" 
all eyes, even old Enbbarbus 1 , are attuned to a sensitive. viewpoint • 
• 
(j 
The diction in All for Love seems ate times like surface eloquence. 
Shakes·pea_re's poetry embodies his.rmeanin~ completely; for example, 
metap.hors such as ''like· ·a"'·~TiTS'h'd throne/ Burn•·a on. the water'' 
(II. ii. 191-192) have a "vigorous sense of realization .•. so that· the. 
barge takes fire, as it were, bef_ore our eyes·~ ••.12 Assonance and al-
• 
... . literation-~'barge," '''burnish~d, '' ''burn'd'' and "poop,'' ''purple,'' 
I 
•• I 
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. . t 
usages were foreign to Dryden's poetic concept. The. superlative in·-
~ . ~-
tensity of ~he sails ''sQ perfumed that/ The winds were love-sic.k with 
\them" .is se.ldom matched anywhere. The image·ry of Shakespeare has .. 
a sensuous strength vital to the sense of actuality'· we get ill. Antony and · 
Cleopatra. The fluidity of the following passage. is given another dime-n-
The oars were silver, 
Which to the tune of flutes kept stroke, and made 
The water which they beat to follow faster, 
As amorous of their strokes. (II.ii. 194-197} 
. T.his soft-hard feeling is also felt in "From the barge/ A strange in-
visible perfume hits the sense/ Of the adjacent wharfs.'' (II. ii. Zll-213) 
~ 
Contrast the soft, mysterious perfume with the immediate force of ''hits.'' 
F. R. Leavis states that the passage in Dryden is "accomplished 
verse ••. that lends itself to stage-delivery, but it is hardly'poetry. ,,.!3 
Although I think this is a bit harsh, I do agree with him that Dryden's 
basic figure of speech is the simile and that· the structure of many pas-
-· ; . 
sages is a" simple, illustrative, point-by-point correspondence ... simple, 
lucid and rational.'' 14 ,r. •. "'' 
.. 
He could resolve his mind, as fire does wax, 
. . 
From that hard rugged image melt him down, 





Dryden's imag~s "do not ·s·pring naturally from· his the:me, as the· le·aves · 
-~, q e, 
from '·a· tree; th.ey are imp .. r6vised; ·and though· they!~'tnay illurri'inate- separate 
... 
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ideas, feelings, and even characters and scenes, they serve to destroy· 
.. ,j 
rather than to create the unity of the whole. ·All for Love i~ a fine tragedy 
~} 
decorated with poetry." IS 
Shakespeare's unity is an interanl, imagistic unity. His poetic 
source was his own tremendous power of-~maginative realization~ a~d 
'. 
·he constructed an intimately felt experience. Dryden's source was· 
' 
- •· . -. 
bethan. His is a different kind of language from a less personal source. 
• JI 
Leavis makes his apology to Dryden by conceding that ''He achieved, 
though only in fragments, poetry of an immediacy in its power to relate 
thought and experience of the world, such as no after imitator has come 
near .•.. '' !6 
' Perhaps the o.ccasional bombast and bathos were due to Dryd.en's 
-., 
being overly conscious of the poetic effect he was giving; but by being so, 
.. 
he destroyed the overall poetic feeling for the listener. In classical 
' 
- writing unity of tone is achieved by denying oneself the wilder flights of 
verbiage. The poet ·must aim for a homogeneous effect. In spite of 
\ 




feet. The tone of All for Love is a sombre one as ppposed to the bright 
c·olors of Antony and Cleopatra "which is suffused with the splendour· of 
., 
the Mediterranean sun. 1117 Dryden's ,"'atmosphere of grey, _decaying· 
grandeur is approp.riate to a s_tory ,,concerned with the last stages of 
· Antony's life .•.. '' l8 . 
.... ,r ·< ..... , ..... ~ 
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Over-all, Dryden· is ,less concerned with metaphor; because of this· - : 
' ' 
his language sometimes seems stilted and not an inte·gral part of the play. 
~ ·• . 
But there are passages that resound with the cla·rity and masculine 
direc~ness that was Dryden's forte-as well as being imagistically 
fascinating. Where he ''borrowed" Shakespeare's im·agery,. he borrowed 
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Enjoyed, thou still art new; perpetual spring 
ls in thy arms; the ripened fruit but falls, 
And blossoms rise to fill its empty place, 
Andi.grow rich by giv:ing. (III. 26-30) 






image of the· one above: 
~ 
Ingrate£ ul woman! 
Who followed me but as the swallow summer, 
Hatching her young ones in my kindly beams, 
Singing her flattnries to my morning wake; 
But, now my winter comes, she spreads her wings 
" And seeks the spring of Caesar. (V. 244-249) 
Antony is given other lines which cannot be called uninteresting: 
.:~ 
·~. 
. ' . 
i 
My queen is <lead. 
I was but great for her; my pow1 r, my empire, 
Were but my merchandi~e to buy her love, 
And conquered kings m·y factors .. Now she's dead, 
(, 
Let Caesar take the world-
An empty circle~ since the jewel •,,.s gone 
WhiQh made it worth my strife: my being's nauseous, -
. 
. 
For all the bribes of life .. are gone away. 
.(V. 315-322) 
·and: 
I'm weary of my part. 
My torch is out~ and the world stands before me 
/ ,, 
.,. 
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·~Like a black desert at th' approach of night.: 
. > 1111 lay me down and stray no farther on . 
_ {V. 332-335) 
Also showing Dryden's solidi~_y and power is th_e speech of Antony's just 
before he falls on his sword: 
Farewell! Ever my leader, ev1n in d~atf! 
My queen and thou have got the start of me, 
---- Arid I'm the lag of honor. -Gone so soon? 





•• t_ ... ,:-.. 
• < ' 
.. . . . , ... ' .. 
~- .. K 
~--------··--·------,---~-~~-'"·:-~--~-.~~----:-·~·~-·----"With a fa1nilia1"" ki11dness; t=i~e he· knocked,·"'·--~-------- ....... ,.,......... _ __,-~-~---~~----.,,. ............... ,.,., ................. , .. ~.--. 
.".I. 
' " >f· 
Ran to the door and took him ·in his arms, 
As who should say, 11 Y 8are welcome at all hours; 
A friend need give no warning." Books had spoiled him;. 
'Tis not worth 
My farther thought; for death, for aught I know, 
Is but to think no more. Here's to be satisfied. 
' (V. 395-406) 
In Act V Dryden makes clear the vietory of passion over reason and 
honor. These lovers are above ne-oclassical moral strictures. The 
final lines, "No lovers lived so great or died ,so well" may be a bit too 
positive for the actual way they do die in the play (and we never see them C 
living'' so great" in All for Love), but it is inconceivable that Thomas 
.. 
Rymer' s "poetic justice'' can have any relationship to the language of the 
. ' 
last scene. Antony's second last speech is an example: 
_T.en year~' love, 
And not a.moment lost, but all improved 
..... . . . 
To ·th' utmost joys. What ages have we lived! 
And now to die each 9ther 0s; andj so dying, 
While hand in hand we wallc in groves below, 
. \ . 
Whole troops of lovers 0 ghosts shall flock about us 
And all the train be ours. (V. 46 ~-469) 
~~ 
i,, 1,, 
·This image of a lovers' train is followed .. by··additional wedding imagery. 
i.. f 
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Cleopatra is preparing a··c.eremonic1:I laurel wreath for Antony's head." 
, 
·· She has aske'd fo.r h~r '' crown and richest- jewels'' ( l. 516); when Charmion 
. r 
questions her proceedings she answers:· 
Dull that thou art! Why, 'ti.s to meet my love, 
As when I saw him first on Cydnus' bank, 
0 
All sparkling, like a goddess: so adorned, 
1111 find him once again; my second spousals 
• 
Shall match my first in glory.. Haste, haste, both, 
And dress the bride of Antony. (V. 540-545) 
: ... , 
Dryc;len does not punish the lovers; neither does he advocate "heed-
less romantic passion in defiance of reason-, prudence, honor, and virtue .•. 
&he play] is a se~ious questioning, in terms of a mood of pathos,. a plot 
whose moving force is flux of feeling, and imagery of cold reason and 
love triumphant, of Octavius' and Alexas 1 kind of reason." l9 Whether· 
he realizes it or not, Dryden is questioning reason as the. only guide to 
the fulfilled life. 
The language of Antony and Cleopatra is brilliant. So brilliant 
{ 
that critic, Allardyce Nicoll remarked that "Dryden's plays bear the same 
relation to those of Shakespeare as a g~amophone record bears to the 
voice of a celebrated singer. 1120 Dryden~~ habit of stateme~t, rather· 
. ··~ ·' 
. . 
th.an suggestion,-- creates a lack of subtlety. Not_having a distinctly per-
~ . 
- sonal vision of life to commuiiicate, except;that of order, may have led 
. ' 
him to rely too he~vily on clefinition.and analysis of feeling. - When Iras 
. '-,[,__ . •' • /?. . 
\ ' . . 6/ 
implores Cleopatra to call reason -to her aid, Cleopatra replies: 
. . 
. . I have none, 
' ,, , 
· And none would have:_my ~,ove's a noble madness. 
Which sh.ow$· the cause deserved it. Moderate sorrow 
... 
..;.4- .. : .••••• 1 
'J; ,., • 
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Fits vulgar love and for a vulgar man: _ 
But I have loved with such transcendent passion 
I soared, at first, quite out.of reason1s view 
And now am lost above it. No, I'm proud 








The end effect o{ such a character reasoning so closely is one of un~ 
p. reality. 
<' 
The energy behind All for Love is the energy.·of intellect. Dry-· 
. . ' 
' " 








den's personal feelings were not totally involved, .and only what is deeply 
personal is re;tlly universal. The reader gets the impression that he 
hadn't mu-ch imaginative insight into life as· a whole. 
-~ ... _ 
I 
... 
The most gl9rious artistic achievements are produced in the most 
positive periods in the history of ·man_. Those ages of anxiety, darkness, 
i'l;., ~-
and doubt, in wq.ich the sterile; the skeptical, and the mechanical aspects 
of life are foremost, these are the ones that produce less art that re-
. 
' 
,._ ,.i, •.• 
mains an inspiration for men of all times. The Restoration suffered 
O' 
' ~ 
from conflicting_ ideals and unce.rtain purpose; when men are ·unsure of 
"' ,f· 
their purpose there can be na real accomplis.hment. Men were less 
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tolerant, and so were less free. In this atmosphere Dryden's dramatic 
. sense never developed a_s it might have ~ad he been born earlier. He 
had an idea of the kind of drama Shakespeare produced, but his age would 
. . 
not allow him to cultivate that idea in its correct form.· · He was, as J. V. 
Lill says, "putting the stamp of his age and his mind on material.con-
.. 
ge~ial to neither. 1121 Real gr-eafness "cOnsists of being in 'the right .... · . 
qualities-and the particular needs of an age. •• 22 Shakespeare fits this 
~· -----·---------------
description; Dryden does not. 
There is no ro·om for common sense and analysis in the full aban-
don of romantic tragedy. Dryden was truly a product. of an age of tran-
sition; it must have been frustrating to be so aware of rational logic on 
., 
~. 
one hand, and at the same time believe so strongly ~n the values of 
imagination and passion. His dramatic theory, as we have seen, was 
essentially a comp:romise between the French practices (as adapted by 
English practitioners) and the earlier practices of English playwrights . 
.. 
Dryden tried t.o do the impossible: to unite the greatnes~ of an .age ·which 
" ,j 
·had an alm,ost spiritual conception of the individual's relationship _to the 
universe, with an age that had no real tragedy and no real heroes-an 
~ge similar to our own time of post-turmoil gaity and confusion. 
b~ • ~ 
' So, we must not.judge an artist l?Y his:failure to do the im.pos~ib.le~ -
·Rather we should view All for Love as belonging ·in sp_!rit, if not in 
• 
actuality, to two worlds. The play can only be the better for embodying 
...... A 
' ... - • <IO:;,;,, . . 
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. ~·- . ; 
some of the'" g·enius of Shakespeare .. But it is not only .the influence '?f 
Shakes·peare that makes this play worth rea4ing. While fettered by his 
age, Dryden achieved what he set out tb a·chjeve (we have ·no evidence 
( 
. that he was di.ssatisfied with the result). Should we complain that an 
apple is not an orange? Both are interesting and enjoyable in ff heir· own 
right. As Miss Wallerstein says, ''His failure is a fable for the critics. 
The talent of William Shakespeare in Antony and Cleopatra can be 
easily felt and appreciated. An objective and fair study of All for Love 
will also reveal excellent gifts .. The raw material the artists had to work 
with had great dramatic possibilities, but was not very ea~y to handle. I 
like the words of George Saintsbury in The London Times Literary Sup-
plement: i 1Shakespeare, in spite of his by-paths, may arrive first at the 
goal; but Dryden, by virtue of a strait road, is close upon him. 11 24 
.. 
,~. 
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Notes - Chapter 5 
1 - . C. S. Lewi$,,, "Sh~_lley, Dryden, and Mr. Eliot,'' Rehibilitations 
and Other Essays {New York, 1939), p. lZ. · 
: _____ . ""-· 
note 
. . z . . 
.Dryden, -... Preface., p.312 . 
. 
3wiiliamson, q,~venteenth Century Contexts1 pp. 229-2~0. 
13 in Chapter Z for full reference. 
\ I 
See 
4.Sypher, Four.Stages in Renaissance Style, pp. 102-103. See note 
- •, • 
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="~·---·_"'"'"~":"--~~-=~--.,~.,.,~-~=~n-19~-i~ ·Chapter 2 for full 1~efei~e11ce·~ · This··· p-l1ra·se is·····-·a11· _inte1~pretatio11· of----~-----~-------.: 
.·,-:-:,~.,. 
T. S! Eliot us description of 17th English poetry as a "dissociation of 
sensibility.'' 
5williamson, p. Z39. 
61bid. , p. 238. 
. .. 
7 Sypher, p. Z67. 
8Buxton explains that while we view puns as a feeble attempt at 
humor, for the Elizabethans they were 
comparable to the ingenious decoration they devised 
in their architecture and their music, and that it 
seemed fitting then to match a moment of high drama 
or to pay a courtly _compliment with a display of 
virtuosity in the use of wordso v1u11 guild the faces 
of the grooms withal~ for it must seem their guilt, 1 
is not intended to make us laugh1 or t~ cringe at the 
. sinister chance of homophonyo Shakespeare is 
driving home the horror of Lady Macbeth's proposal 
by the verbal decorati.on .•• (p. 26) 
..... 
, " 9nryden; Prefac.e, p. 319. There were ·two main dra'Wbacks to the 
.----couplet, Saintsbury tells us in Jop.n Dryden (New York,. 1926),p. 17: 1) it 
.. 
.. S>. 
. . --- ~-- ·;--'-·'"~ ·-· ~ . 
. turned.by means of enjambment into something like rhythmic prose wi-th 
st~ay rhymes; or 2) it had a broke~~ staccato motion by the neglect to 
support and carry on the rhythm at the end of the distichs. Perhaps ex-
periencing· thes·e difficulties contributed to Dryden's discarding-the 
~ couplet in -All \for Lov~ •. ·_ . - · _ _ · . 
~) 
-· 
fODobr[e,· Restoration. Tragedy, p-.-7·8. ......... 
. · j-, t:.;· ~ .• 
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11Spencer, Shakespeare Improved, p. 214. 
., 
lZF. R. Leavis, "Antony and Cleopatra and All for Love; A 
-Critical Exercise·, ir. po 161. See note 12 in Chapter 3 for full reference. 
I am indebted to Mr. Leavis for pointing out the sensations involved in 
the barge passage. 
13Ibid., p. 165. 
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15Kenneth Muir, "The Imagery of All for Love," Twentieth. .. ·~ .. 
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16Leavis, p. 184. 
• 
17n. N. Smith, John Dryden, p. 42. See note 7 in Chapter 3 for 
full reference. 
18Bruce King,' ''Introduction'' to TwentiethCentury Interpretations, 
p.7. 
• 
l9J:leinert, "Passion and Pity in All for Love, 1• Twentieth Century 
Interpretations, p. 85. 
20 Allardyce Nicoll, British Drama {London, 1949), p. 227. · 
21 James Vernon Lill, "Dryden's Adaptations from Milton, Shake-
speare, and Chaucer,'' Dissertation Abstracts, XIV, (1954), 1214. 
22Rollo May, Love and Will, p. 141. 
I 
23wallerstein, ''Dryden ~nd the Analysis of Shakespeare's 
Techniques,~,' p. 185. 
24George Saintsbury, ''Dryden and ,Shakespeare,". The London 
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